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The SPLC, a multi-million dollar law firm in Alabama, has is-
sued a report, built around revelations that emerged from a
lawsuit against JONAH that was tried in New Jersey last year.
Is it true what they are saying, and if not, why do they say
this? Let us have a look.

Represented by the Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC) and other attorneys, several gay
plaintiffs sued Jews Offering New Alternatives for Healing, or JONAH (formerly Jews Offering
New Alternatives to Homosexuality), under a state consumer fraud law.

The judge in the case barred almost all testimony from the six experts proffered by the defen-
dants. JONAH was not allowed to call in expert witnesses to contradict the wild allegations
constructed by the SPLC and extremist gay-libbers. In this way, a lame-winged JONAH was
sued out of business. The SPLC now presents its story; they hope to achieve even more suc-
cess with their version of the truth.

PART 1: SPLC GLOATS OVER ITS VICTORY
OVER JONAH
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The report called ‘Quacks’ starts off with the following sen-
tences:

“If the quacks who make up the reparative therapy business are not stopped, lives will
continue to be ruined. The “science” examined here actively harms people, leading with
grim regularity to suicide, depression and an array of self-destructive behaviors. It de-
means, defames and defrauds human beings, typically at their most vulnerable mo-
ments. “Ex-gay” therapists are like the “experts” beloved by the Nazis who thought they
could identify inferior human beings by measuring their subjects’ skulls.”

So there you have the opening sentences to put every reader in a certain mind-frame:  “grim
regularity of suicides”, “beloved by the Nazis”, “identifying inferior human beings”, “quacks”,
“actively harming people”. Welcome to the deadly spin of the SPLC lynch mob.

In the seventies of the previous century, the SPLC got rich by attacking the rhetoric of the Ku
Klux Klan. Fifty years later they copy the same tactics, the same rhetoric, the same fear-mon-
gering and they want to dish out punishments as vehemently as the Ku Klux Klan wanted to
do, to save society just like the KKK wanted a better America. They have become a hate
group themselves.

In a series of three articles we will analyze this SPLC account of the JONAH trial and ask our-
selves:

1. who are these people?
2. is it true what they are saying?
3. if not, why do they do this?

————————————

Part 1 Who are these people?

1.1 The SPLC



The humanist website A Voice For Men writes:

“The Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC) is an Alabama based organization operating un-
der the auspices of civil rights advocacy. Once there was a time when SPLC did proactive
work in the civil rights arena, targeting the Ku Klux Klan and other known hate organiza-
tions through the legal system. However, under the current leadership the organization’s
mission has drifted toward the persecution of individuals and groups who oppose main-
stream political thought.

It is a left-wing organization, and its attorneys have founded several left-wing political or-
ganizations. If targeted organizations have other opinions than for example big main
stream organizations, then they are persecuted for doing so.

By using their formerly legitimate reputation as a civil rights advocacy organization, SPLC
is not only engaging in public deception, but is seeking to undermine the principles of tol-
erance and equal treatment under the law. And the SPLC does so viciously.”

On his website, attorney Matt Barber, who specializes in constitutional
law, writes:

“Southern Poverty Law Center has officially been declared a left-wing hate group. Accord-
ing to its own materials, the SPLC was internationally known for tracking and exposing
the activities of hate groups. Alas, “power corrupts,” as it goes, and the SPLC, having
amassed tremendous power and wealth over the years, has regrettably become corrupt
to its core. By way of an ever-escalating wave of “us-versus-them” money-grubbing
schemes, today’s SPLC has morphed into a far-left political activist outfit, famous for pro-
moting a panoply of extreme liberal causes.”

The Social Contract Press writes:

“They are the King of Fearmongerers, scaring donors since 1971. Thanks to the generosi-
ty of four decades’ worth of donors, many of whom are aging Northern-state “1960s liber-
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als” who continue to associate “Southern” and “poverty” with lynchings, white-hooded
Klansmen, and sitting at the back of the bus, and thanks to the sheer genius at direct--
mail marketing, the SPLC is probably the richest poverty organization in the history of the
world.

Fundraising

With their talent for crafting multi-page alarmist fundraising letters, the SPLC has steadily
accumulated a mountain of surpluses: $52 million in net assets that the SPLC reported
during the mid-1990s, in 2016 it has risen to more than $300 million.

Because in civil cases, in contrast to criminal cases, the government is not obliged to sup-
ply defendants with free lawyers, most groups who are targeted in SPLC civil cases go
bankrupt.

The groups chosen out are usually economically and socially marginal groups, whose
units typically consist of a handful of down-market youths clustered around a kitchen
table. They can seldom afford either decent lawyers or the cost of mounting an effective
defense.”

Bulldozer

In this way the SPLC acts as a political bulldozer by eradicating small groups who indulge in
what the radical left-wingers consider inappropriate opinions. In doing so, all public debate is
stealthily by-passed. The Social Contract Press goes on further to say:

“The SPLC says that there is an ever-spiraling amount of hate in America, and sure
enough, its state-by-state list of hate and patriot groups has grown steadily over the
years, especially during the presidency of Obama,. In 2016 they state that the count has
increased by 14% in the last two years.”

Numbers

On their website, the SPLC splashes the numbers of so-called hate groups in big and alarming
red figures, in order to look very disturbing.

Non-existent ‘hate groups’



Robert Wilcox from the Kansas University says:

“Many of the organizations on the SPLC’s expansive list may be two guys and a post-
office box, while others might not exist at all. Their lists of hate groups never have ad-
dresses that can be checked. Up to 20% can’t even be found. All they can sometimes find
is a post-office box.  People have tried to track down these groups, but they couldn’t find
them”,

Fundraising

Wilcox goes on to say:

“For their donation-generating machine, powered by SPLC’s mastery of the use of “hate”
to coax dollars, the SPLC wants to ensure that “hate” is forever.

They always look for cash-strapped defendants plus maximum donor-base appeal. For ex-
ample, in recent times anti-LGBT sells and to advocate it raises millions of donation dol-
lars. In 2014 they filed a fraud lawsuit against an obscure Jewish nonprofit group in New
Jersey that offers so-called conversion therapy to gays and lesbians hoping to enter tradi-
tional heterosexual marriages. They reached an undisclosed settlement.”

Time magazine writes:

“The court refused to hear JONAH’s experts, who include a so-
cial worker and clinical instructor at Ohio State University; a
psychiatrist and preceptor at Massachusetts College of Phar-
macy and Health Sciences; and a former University of Toron-
to professor of psychiatry.”

Bankrupt

People are forced to reach a settlement, lest they go bankrupt. But the court’s verdict is used
in the next case for yet another victim of the accusation of hate crime. The SPLC does not pri-
marily desire money, they want the court decision unappealed, so it can be built upon in the
future. And to do so, the small group has to go bankrupt so they can’t go in appeal.

http://time.com/3705745/history-therapy-hadden/


The next victim is People Can Change, a small group of adult men, minding their own busi-
ness. After that, they will go for the jugular: all psychotherapists in the USA who dare to have
any other professional view than the radical gay-lib world-view.

Our conclusion about the SPLC

The SPLC is a small group of successful attorneys in Alaba-
ma, who by means of their business model, have received
millions of dollars of donations from well-to-do white 1960 lib-
erals to persecute all elements of unwanted political be-
havior in American society.

Out of hand

The SPLC has grown out of hand; the FBI does not want to support them anymore, and an ev-
er increasing list of “hate groups” is published yearly by these extremists, not to persecute
hate crimes (because those perpetrators have been put out of business) but to carry on in an
ever increasing left-wing agenda to the extent of extremism against differing opinions, even
according to many moderate left-wingers in the USA. And of course an ever increasing fund-
ing by white, politically correct millionaires who still believe that the Ku Klux Klan is on its
way to hang “niggers” from trees if the SPLC says so.

Images

They have photos (preferably from the 1930‘s) to prove their point, obso-
lete electroshocks, lobotomies etc. And outdated photos are used over
and over again for different causes. When there are no photos, then You--
tube videos and cartoons are professionally crafted to look authentic and
make the victim look very bad. After all, one image says more to an un-
suspecting jury than a thousand words. Spin and images of horror have
become a standard tactic. They have the resources to easily do so. Ac-
cording to their ever expanding and yearly updated State Hate List, rural America would be
more intolerant than Islamic State. Fear sells.

JONAH as victim

A recent victim is the small sexual minority of orthodox Jews with self acclaimed unwanted
same-sex attractions, seeking to investigate their innate heterosexual capacities, and who
minded their own business in forming an informal support group, JONAH. They were attacked
and put out of business by a paranoid small group of radical gay-libbers. These gays turned
to the SPLC and since then, the SPLC has supported them.



Extremist LGBT-agenda

By embracing an unsubstantiated radical LGBT agenda, the SPLC has received millions of dol-
lars from men dying from AIDS, men who have left their inheritance to the fight for justice.
The SPLC funding has risen yearly since they embraced the radical gay-lib agenda and de-
clared to save the world, in close cooperation with extremists.

———————————

Part 1.2 Radical Gay-lib

We have looked into the SPLC. But they were coached by radical gay-libbers, a small group
consisting essentially of no more than three people. Who are these radical gay-libbers? The
names that always pop up everywhere are Wayne Besen, Lee Beckstead and Samantha
Ames.

The National Centre for Lesbian Rights is a small law firm in Los Angeles, which has been su-
ing people or organizations who oppose radical gay-lib ideology. Samantha Ames leads a cam-
paign called Born Perfect, meaning that lesbians
are perfect, and that all forms of criticism, thera-
py or opposition to lesbian behavior are futile.
She aims to criminalize each and every form of
therapy which is not gay-affirmative in the US by
the year 2019, even when that therapy is deliber-
ately sought for by consenting adults.

On the BBC in Britain (click here) during one of her heavily sponsored international propagan-
da campaigns, she says that orientation therapists are merely a negligible fringe of the psy-
chotherapeutic community, and yet on the other hand she says they are a lucrative industry.

It is difficult to see how a ‘fringe’ of marginal psychotherapists would constitute a booming in-
dustry with a normal professional salary on the one hand, and that her law firm which earns
$5 million a year and a SPLC which has $300 million to its disposal, are merely altruistically 
encouraging public awareness.

http://www.bbc.com/news/magazine-35900361


That ‘fringe’, so we are led to believe, is an international
problem, needing the complete Democratic Party of the USA,
the President himself, more than five professional mental
health organizations, the United Nations, the Pan-American
Health Organization, the Federal Trade Commission, State
laws in as many US states as possible, and media coverage
worldwide to combat ‘potential harm’.

Talk of harm, in 2009 the American Psychological Association wrote:

“We conclude that there is a scarcity of scientifically sound research on the safety of
SOCE. Early and recent research studies provide no clear indication of the prevalence of
harmful outcomes among people who have undergone efforts to change their sexual ori-
entation or the frequency of occurrence of harm because no study to date of adequate
scientific rigor has been explicitly designed to do so. Thus, we cannot conclude how likely
it is that harm will occur from Sexual Orientation Change Efforts.”

The Human Rights Campaign is a radical gay-lib organization
which lobbies to fight against anti-gay discrimination. In their
most recent post on their website against Republican Repre-
sentative Allen, they state: “Representative Allen should apol-
ogize or be censured”. The idea of censorship appeals to the
HRC, and they portray freedom of speech as an abusive right-wing instrument of persecution.
These rights should be taken away from people with opposing views. They don’t deserve it.

How do these people operate?

a) Radical gay-lib is out to make its highly controversial world-view on sexual issues known to
vulnerable young persons who are ignorant of scientific facts and of the nature of scientific
debate with all its ongoing scientific doubts. Not only do they spread radical ideology, but at
the same time they wish to monopolize all debate about same-sex attractions in the public
sphere.

b) They take it one step further and are also out to intrude with their monopoly of opinion in
the very private sphere of every individual, including vulnerable individuals seeking counsel-
ing and guidance. Even intruding is not enough: they literally express their desire to eradi-
cate all people and/or organizations that participate in the public and private arena of vulner-
able young people seeking guidance; they seek to end scientific debate all together, as they
say “for once and for all”.

c) After that has been achieved, then they can spread their world-view as being the only pos-

https://www.apa.org/pi/lgbt/resources/therapeutic-response.pdf
http://www.hrc.org/blog/hrc-calls-on-republican-leadership-to-condemn-lawmakers-attacks-on-lgbt-peo


sible world-view because dissidence has been eradicated and labeled unethical, thus crush-
ing diversity in therapeutic guidance and the funding of scientific research (unethical topics
receive no research funding).

d) The extremists achieve this by shaming, ridiculing, defaming, denouncing, slandering,
crushing and purging all other views on human sexuality which differ from their own. This is
done in a deliberate and highly organized way, not only towards opposing views but also by
directly targeting and publicly attacking named individuals,  thus minimizing their chances of
fair treatment in the public and private arena of consumer choices.

e) They proclaim that same-sex attractions constitute your whole being and ssa’s would rule
out opposite-sex attractions. A vulnerable youngster who is questioning sexual issues is led
to accept as a truth that he/she is therefore homosexual, and when in doubt, they make ex-
plicitly and implicitly clear to the vulnerable youngster that he/she will definitely embrace this
truth in a matter of time, the so-called inevitable coming out process. A doubting youngster
stands no fair chance of seeing things from any other perspective.

f) They do this because they believe that one is born that way. They suggest that being born
this way would be proven by science, leaving the youngster nowhere to go in his doubts and
his search for human possibilities. Youngsters are led to believe that the segregated gay sub-
culture, sometimes labeled as ‘community’, is his/her rightful place in life, and that the young-
ster needs to fraternize in this community as fast and totally as possible, giving the young-
ster no fair chance to learn to fraternize with heterosexual peers and family members. The
youngster is taught to see him/herself as a member of a minority with all the stress, estrange-
ment and sadness that this entails.

g) The radicals implicitly and explicitly teach youngsters to oppose all values that their par-
ents wished to pass on to the next generation, and they endeavor to teach that embracing de-
viance is a core value. This inevitably collides with the personal peace of mind of the young-
ster, which is unfair given the fact that happiness and deviance are not necessarily synony-
mous.

h) They impose on all doubting and searching youngsters the notion that one is member of a
persecuted minority, that the human race consists of two sorts of people, to the extent that it
would even be a genetic affair, that one would therefore be a mutant, which is unfair in view
of scientific facts on the subject.

i) Youngsters are encouraged to take every incident of intolerance, big or small, in the news
or gay press highly personally and to assume that they are all interconnected. In this way,
the extremists feed a paranoid on-look on life in vulnerable youngsters, to the extent that
they learn to mistrust other people who do not identify as homosexual. Doubting youngsters



do not get a fair chance to investigate in an unbiased way the world of which we all are part.

j) Radical gay-lib goes on in publications, press statements, and testimonies to organizations
such as the White House, the United Nations and in communications with politicians to im-
pose a paranoid view on persons who do not embrace their ‘born that way’ ideology, to the
extent that we witness pure hate speech in society. The other side of the debate is never tak-
en into account. In their statements, they proceed to use phrases as torture, murder, kidnap-
ping, and reparative rape; they relentlessly and without evidence imply that persons with
another view on sexual issues drive helpless “victims” to suicide.

k) This radical gay-lib behavior is to be considered alarmist. Persons with opposing views are
framed to the extent that they are not taken seriously, placing them in an unfair position to
prove their professional integrity and personal sincerity towards individuals who experience
same-sex attractions.

It is hard to believe how going to a hospital Emergency Ward with their rush and fuss and re-
sistant bacteria, would constitute a far smaller danger to health than going to a shrink and
discussing how wonderful breasts look. And what has the Secretary General of the United Na-
tions got to do with appreciating the opposite sex?

We bisexuals, if you insist on a label, acknowledge our same-sex attractions, but wish to look
into our opposite-sex potential too. We are being screwed.

——————–

To be continued in Part 2, where we ask ourselves “Is it true what they are saying?”

Job Berendsen MD
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Here, we publish a shocking eye-witness account of the story
the Southern Poverty Law Center does not tell you. What really
went on in the trial against JONAH? How did this wealthy radical
left-wing organization manage to put JONAH out of business?
What is actually true in the report that the SPLC recently pub-
lished about the trial? JONAH was sentenced by judge Peter F.
Bariso to close down and was prohibited in the USA from saying what they want to say. But
here is their story, as written by the witness who was there and saw everything. It is part 2 of
our series on the trial (click here for part 1).

When They Came for the Jews….

New Jersey show-trial illustrates the sinister courtroom paradigm of the new
rainbow-colored bigotry

Because my grandfather and great-grandfather were both judges, I grew up
with a deep respect for the rule of law and the role of judges in the American
system of government. At my grandfathers’ funeral, I was overwhelmed by
the number of losing litigants from his courts who came – decades after their
trials were over – to pay their respects. They always said that regardless of
their court outcomes they knew they had always had their “day in court”
when my grandfather was on the bench. I was raised to expect standards of
justice, professionalism, respect and prudence from both courts and Judges
in this country. In June of last year, I was present in a New Jersey Courtroom
as a defense witness for part of a trial where I saw things that quite frankly
appalled me. Below is the true story of what I saw, what I know from case

PART 2. SPLC AGAINST JONAH: A SHOCKING
EYE-WITNESS ACCOUNT
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transcripts, interviews with the defendants and their attorneys, and why ev-
eryone should take notice

1. The Case

The ‘neutral’ judge Bariso? Who knew beforehand what verdict was politically correct and therefore acceptable?

In June 2015, a jury found a New Jersey based tiny non-profit organization,
‘Jews Offering New Alternatives for Healing’ or ‘JONAH’ liable for violating
New Jersey’s “consumer fraud” statute. JONAH officially closed its doors dur-
ing the first half of 2016. The group was taken to court because the organiza-
tion provided mentoring, information, support groups, referrals to coaches
and licensed therapists as well as experiential weekends for predominantly
Orthodox Jewish men who, though attracted to other men, sought to defy so-
ciety’s popular collective “gay or bisexual” identity. The men of JONAH in-
stead lived according to their own faith and conscience.

Own choices

Deliberately not identifying as “gay or bisexual”, these men chose to address
their experiences of same sex attraction (SSA) with individual self-crafted
identities in the context of their Jewish faith and their broader lives. They de-
veloped approaches to sexuality and to life in which they sought to personal-
ly discern which aspects of their feelings towards other men were wanted,
which were unwanted. They made their own choices about what to develop
and what to transform.

Gay-lib angry



The JONAH men defined for themselves what role, if any, same-sex attrac-
tions would play (or not play) in their lives. The existence of this community
(and its independence from the “gay” community) so angered the Gay, Les-
bian, Bisexual and Trans-gendered (GLBT) activists, that the fanatical and
wealthy Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC) recruited four former clients
(including one formerly Mormon man) to sue the group in New Jersey’s state
court for “consumer fraud.”

SPLC allegations

The SPLC asserted that (1) there is never a legitimate reason for anyone at-
tracted to others of the same sex to resist a “gay or bisexual” identity (2) it is
false to suggest that such men are even capable of responding to same sex
attractions in a way that abstains from gay sex, gay relationships, or participa-
tion in a gay or bisexual social identity, (3) failure to respond to same-sex at-
tractions by conforming to the “gay or bisexual identity” is damaging and
harmful and (4) if a religious group overtly promotes views, offers insights
and experiences in disagreement with the SPLC on these points, then they
are by definition committing fraud.

Recruiting complainants

Through cunning advertising, the SPLC exploited four recently gay-identified
JONAH clients, and led them to maliciously betray their former JONAH
friends, mentors and trusted kinsmen by cooperating in a sensational and
largely fabricated legal complaint advancing SPLC’s agenda.

Promises of money and popularity

In exchange for this iniquity, the SPLC offered them promises of monetary re-
wards from a court judgment and a brief moment of underhanded celebrity
in some of the most ardent corners of GLBT activism.

Important case

The case, how it was handled, and the ultimate verdict should be a cause of



significant concern to all who are interested in religious freedom and the
just application of the rule of law.

The JONAH trial provides an important case study in current political, ethi-
cal and legal issues related to the gay movement and freedom of conscience.
The JONAH case also demonstrates how the “gay and allied” movement,
once a minority legitimately petitioning society for even-handed and fair
treatment, has now become a powerful and oppressive ideological majority,
warranting serious re-consideration of any moral or compassionate argu-
ments for supporting its cause.

From this case, it is critical that the public rightly understand

(1) how the propaganda and the plaintiffs’ complaint misrepresented the
case and the issues,

(2) the role and trajectory of well-intentioned, but tragically imprudent “pro--
gay” media and judicial bias and

(3) the wider implications for the rest of society.

2. Plaintiffs Motivations and Distortions

In order to understand the media reporting or other information regarding
the JONAH trial, the purpose of the trial must first be clearly understood.

Intent to Humiliate, Exploit and Demonize

Judge Bariso bars all experts from the side of the defendants in the advance of the trial, and laughs out loud at the testi-
monies of the defendants



The SPLC, its plaintiffs and its judge undertook the trial unequivocally to ex-
ploit, stigmatize, humiliate and punish the private experiences undertaken
by same-sex attracted men for seeking to discern a meaning of their own
same-sex attractions in any ways that did not conform to the popular “gay
and bisexual” identity paradigm.

The intent was to use both popular media and the New Jersey court to public-
ly shame JONAH’s clients such that they (and others who might ever consid-
er alternatives to the GLBT culture and identity) would be intimidated into re-
linquishing any and all non-conforming beliefs or values and conform fully to
a secular “GLBT” identity.

Mainstream media

Media outlets like CNN, Newsweek, the Salt Lake City Tribune, the Atlantic
Monthly and others have been willingly participating in this shaming, with
sensational stories about “naked weekends in the woods” (in which the trial
record shows none of the plaintiffs ever participated), “beating effigies” of
parents and other figures (which were, in fact not ‘effigies’ at all) and “cud-
dle parties” (which were, in fact not parties at all). These news outlets never
checked or reported significant facts, but instead simply took the sensational
statements of the JONAH plaintiffs at face value.

Plaintiffs had agreed

Such reports fail to acknowledge that the plaintiffs had independently and
deliberately sought out coaching services explicitly designed for coming to
terms with feelings they had about male sexuality, the male anatomy, intima-
cy among men and the emotional and spiritual experience of masculinity.
Within this context, it is not scandalous or salacious that the substance of
such experiences would explicitly address and consider the male body, its ap-
pearance, feeling, purpose and meaning, the core and primal emotions that
men have about their male sexuality in relation to their own values and with
respect to the people and situations in their lives.



Shaming JONAH men

Consistent with their original stated intent – the JONAH plaintiffs have since
used testimony from the trial to try to attach shame, stigma and humiliation
to the vulnerability of men privately exploring these sensitive and personal is-
sues in JONAH’s non-gay context. Readers are invited to see this shaming ex-
ploitation for the mean-spirited indignity that it is, and resist the intended
bias such reports are meant to elicit.

Exposing the SPLC

With that said, it is vital to expose both the substance and the rationale of
public misinformation found in the complaint, the press releases prepared by
the SPLC, the judicial opinions published by the SPLC’s judge and state-
ments made by the four publicity-hungry plaintiffs.

No ‘conversion therapy’

They falsely alleged that JONAH was a “conversion therapy” psychiatric/med-
ical practice promising to “make gay men straight.” This politically bombas-
tic language appears to be a favorite claim that GLBT advocates make to-
wards any person or group that approaches same sex attractions in any way
other than promoting “coming out” and adopting a generic “gay or bisexual”
identity, one complete with rainbow flags and the pursuit of same sex partn-
ers or “spouses”.

The GLBT apologists’ ploy is to falsely claim that there are no men and wom-
en who experience and successfully define same sex attractions independent-
ly of a collective “gay or bisexual” social identity. Their ploy asserts as “fact”
that no-one who ever experiences SSA can realize (and successfully satisfy) a
truly honest, legitimate and realistic desire to resist gay patterns of romantic
same-sex erotic behavior or faithfully follow different paths of identity, rela-
tionship, belief and intimacy.

False claim of “junk science”



In tandem with that ploy is the false claim that professionals in practically
any profession who tolerate, harbor, support, encourage or acknowledge men
and women following such non-gay paths are, by definition, engaging in
some kind of medical malpractice or “junk science”-based “ex-gay” therapy.

Within the context of the GLBT apologists’ plot, accusing JONAH of “con-
sumer fraud” was simply an attempt to institutionalize this perilous distor-
tion of JONAH and similar groups as a matter of legal precedent.

Not an ‘ex-gay’ organization

The reality, however, is that the vast majority of the individuals in question
(mostly men) choosing non-gay responses to SSA (as in the case of JONAH
clients) are not “ex-gay” and have never even adopted a “gay” identity in the
first place. None of the JONAH plaintiffs identified as “gay” when they ap-
proached the organization and none ever had adopted or presumed a “gay”
much less “ex-gay” identity before or during their JONAH involvement.

Most of JONAH clients, and members of other similar groups to this day,
have simply found that their lives are infinitely better without being con-
trolled by the social construct of identifying as “gay or bisexual”.

No gays in JONAH

In addition, a minority of such men, who ever did at some point in life identi-
fy as “gay” have not approached groups like JONAH in attempts to shameful-
ly hide their experience or capacity for same sex attractions.

Such men have just taken the view that the immutably gay or bisexual con-
structs while immensely popular – were inadequate to encapsulate who they
always were. These realities are a far cry from the critics’ claim that the men
are falsely trumpeting an experience of having been curatively “converted”
from a deplorable intrinsic “gayness” to a utopian intrinsic “straightness”.

No “ex-gay” advertising



It is notable that the terms “ex-gay” and “conversion therapy” never ap-
peared in any of JONAH’s advertising, or in any of its agreements with
clients and no evidence was ever presented linking JONAH to the use of ei-
ther term.

It is more accurate to see JONAH and other non-gay groups as competitors
to the GLBT movement and its dogmatic suppositions about rigid “gay or bi-
sexual” constructs than as antagonistic oppressors of same-sex attracted indi-
viduals. In fact, at their heart, JONAH-type groups provide more freedom
(not less) for same-sex attracted individuals by representing meaningful alter-
natives to the GLBT movement and its constructs.

Why is JONAH controversial?

JONAH and others are controversial precisely because a great many men
find these alternatives more attractive and better than the popular “GLBT”
concept, and this fact threatens those who are invested in society’s adulation
surrounding the “GLBT” ideal. Groups like JONAH recognize that the 21st

century “gay or bisexual identity” is not a timeless reality like the earth’s
spherical shape and revolution around the sun, but entirely a product of con-
temporary culture and beliefs.

JONAH and similar groups understand while different types of same-sex at-
tractions have always been part of the human experience – terms like “gay”
and “homosexuality” didn’t even exist as constructs of human identity until
as recently as the 1860s.

Furthermore, despite widespread abuse of the term “scientific” to describe
“gay and bisexual identities”, the natural sciences have never actually vali-
dated, much less developed any empirical way to test or verify even the exis-
tence of such “gay or bisexual identities” in human beings.

Notwithstanding the immensely popular folk-myth of a “proven in-born gay-
ness”, the natural sciences have never conclusively determined that “sexual
identity” or “sexual orientation” is anything other than a subjective self-per-



ception one reaches based on an honest subjective assessment of his or her
own interior passions.

Defining ‘sexual orientation’

After decades of desperately looking in the tea-leaves of everything from the
size of the hypothalamus, to spurious correlations which may vary from one
pair of twins to another, to urban legends about nose-lengths and finger--
sizes – the natural sciences still universally acknowledge the only real way to
assign a “sexual orientation” is simply to ask the individual (or the self) what
seems to fit best.

With this understanding, JONAH and similar groups have operated on the
long-standing premise that “gay identity” or “homosexuality as a trait” are
not necessarily the only (or the best) paradigms in which to authentically un-
derstand, recognize and respond to individual experiences of same-sex attrac-
tion.

JONAH’s competing paradigm

JONAH-type groups instead offer views that persuasively compete with the
generic “inborn-orientation-based-identity” concept of same-sex attraction
popularized and polarized by the “gay or bisexual” movement. The compet-
ing intellectual and spiritual paradigms of same-sex attraction available
through groups like JONAH feature possibilities such as mutability in sexual
feelings, tolerance of religious and cultural traditions favoring chaste same--
sex love over romantic homo-erotic relationships and ways of exploring how
the capacity for same-sex attractions may reveal profound insights about
one’s own unique history, biography and core needs.

Above all, JONAH and similar groups elevate the role of the human cons-
cience, personal growth, individual choice and private discernment in deter-
mining one’s own sexual identity, desires and ethics. JONAH-type groups
celebrate the fact that history, anthropology, psychology and yes – theology
among other disciplines have long offered diverse ways to understand and re-



spond to same-sex attractions, many of which need not conform to the dog-
mas, demands and behaviors embraced and advocated by today’s adulated
GLBT movement and culture.

Different definitions of success

While the GLBT movement defines a “successful” sexual identity in terms of
conformity first to an “unchosen orientation” (indicated by sexual and/or
emotional urges), and then further conformity to popular erotic ideals of
beauty, human value and sexual relationship goals – groups like JONAH offer
a very different concept of success.

JONAH-type groups define a “successful” sexual identity in terms of

-(1) independence from unchosen beliefs and behaviors,

-(2) acceptance and reconciliation of sexual urges with a personal unders-
tanding of life’s deeper purposes and meanings, and

-(3) ultimate integrity with a unique and individually chosen sexual identity
and world-view.

In this way, groups like JONAH and the GLBT movement have always held
opposing views of success.

Compliance versus independence

The GLBT concept of success requires “discovery” and then ultimate com-
pliance with a societally imposed generic “gay, straight, bi-sexual or trans--
gendered orientation”.

JONAHs concept of success requires independent discernment and integrity
with a personally determined world-view and an individually tailored sexual
identity (which need never conform to any all-encompassing ‘Sexual Orienta-
tion’).



This difference regarding the meaning, measure and achievement of success
in forming a sexual identity was a key factor underlying almost all of the ar-
guments and other issues in the JONAH trial.

GLBT groups fear competition

It is apparent that the GLBT movement’s intolerance of JONAH and other
similar groups is rooted not in anything intrinsically destructive about JON-
AH-type groups and their activities, but rather in the GLBT movement’s fear
of competition.

The elites defining the contemporary “gay identity” know that as long as soci-
ety accepts the dogma of “immutable gay and bisexual identity” as the sole
legitimate explanation or response to same-sex attractions, such elites can
control not only the identities of same-sex attracted individuals, but also the
moral consciences of any friends, family, neighbors or others who may have
love or concern for such individuals.

Any views of same-sex attraction that deviate from these identity-constructs
(the requirements of which are constantly being defined and re-defined by
GLBT leaders and organizations), may threaten this GLBT-centered cultural
regime.

Loss of power

Essentially, GLBT elites and stakeholders fear that if the rainbow flag loses
its monopoly status as the only accepted true and healthy way to respond to
same-sex attractions, the status and power of the movement and its champi-
ons will decline.

Therefore, GLBT activists defend their social monopoly status and deny
same-sex attracted individuals meaningful choices by (thus far effectively)
marketing a deceptive caricature of JONAH and similar groups as somehow
repressive, dishonest and destructive.

When faced with non-conforming sexual paradigms, GLBT advocates vehe-



mently and impulsively shriek of the horrors of “ex-gay conversion therapy”
even when (as in JONAH case) once again, the people in question had never
identified as “gay” and most of the people being accused are not psychothera-
pists, but simply “life-coaches” or informal advisors who never claimed their
work regarding SSA to be a curative therapy for anything. It is notable that
not a single defendant in SPLC’s signature “conversion therapy” trial were
therapists, and none advertised “conversion.”

Abuse of the court system

A right understanding of the JONAH trial reveals the duplicity of this carica-
ture while also exposing how fervently it is promoted through the GLBT
movement’s abuse and manipulation of America’s court system, while also
abusing the good-will of America’s well-intentioned media, public and busi-
ness communities as well.

The JONAH trial reveals the degree to which gay apologists have elevated the
persecution, humiliation, criminalization and ultimately elimination of such dis-
senting groups and their members to the equivalent of a moral, political and
legal imperative. The tone of their persecution presumes there is some dirty
secret to be exposed by the mere fact that not everyone who feels (or has ev-
er felt) attractions to others of their own sex wants or needs to participate in
the gay movement, gay sex or the gay/bisexual group identity.

Kiss the rainbow ring

The persecution regards it as scandalous that men and women of faith would
deny a “GLBT” identity while unapologetically experiencing authentic same--
sex attractions, yet responding without ever bowing to kiss the rainbow col-
ored ring of the gay movement, or ever ceding their bodies and souls to the
erotic behaviors and pursuits the movement has so crusaded to normalize.

No “conversion therapy” industry

Early on in the JONAH trial it became clear that the characterization widely



reported in the media of JONAH as a “conversion therapy” clinic getting rich
by deceitfully promising to “make gay men straight” was entirely untrue.

In reviewing transcripts of the case, certain facts become evident. First, JON-
AH was not part of some lucrative “conversion therapy industry” making
money by defrauding unsuspecting gay people.

No promises to “make gay men straight”

It was proven in the trial the plaintiffs (by their own admission under oath)
did not come to JONAH stating that they were “gay” and did not join the or-
ganization on some promise to change that claim.

Instead it was easily shown that JONAH was a non-profit organization, whose
co-directors never even received a salary or compensation of any kind in the
groups’ 15 years of existence.

JONAH did not even obtain reimbursement when one of the plaintiffs (by his
own admission under oath) knowingly wrote hot checks to cover the costs of
experiential weekend activities.

Second, JONAH never said or published that it could (or even aspired to)
make “gay” people “straight.” These were among the many lies told by the
plaintiffs and exposed at trial.

In fact undisputed evidence was presented that the plaintiffs signed multiple
acknowledgements (when they began work with their referred coaches and
mentors) that unambiguously stated that no such promise was made.

Also it was proven at the trial that nobody at JONAH ever indicated a “cure”
existed for homosexuality. To the contrary, undisputed documents in evi-
dence showed that JONAH’s staff clearly communicated directly to the plain-
tiffs that using of the term “cure” with regard to same sex attractions was in-
appropriate.

The facts of JONAH simply never supported the “ex-gay conversion therapy



business” narrative trumpeted by the plaintiffs, the SPLC, the SPLC Judge
and their mainstream media bullhorns.

3. Dependence on judicial bias

However, the plaintiffs in this lawsuit were well aware of the role of the
GLBT movement in the politics shaping New Jersey’s judicial appointments
and the pervasiveness of the GLBT dogma in the legal profession. Conse-
quently the plaintiffs and their SPLC chiefs banked not on laws and facts,
but on well-intentioned but imprudent judicial bias to ensure their desired po-
litical outcome.

The resulting trial serves as an example of the unintended consequences
that can ensue when judicial appointments and legal training seek to create
a just society by institutionalizing the perceived rightness of “GLBT” dogma
above and beyond basic traditional principles of justice and jurisprudence.

Warped playhouse

From the first pre-trial opinions through the final settlement at the end of
2015, the trail was a warped playhouse, hosted by GLBT champion Peter
Bariso at the New Jersey tax payers’ expense. For me, it was less of a trial
than a pride-month extravaganza hosted deliberately to tyrannize, humiliate
and intimidate anyone who dared resist the GLBT movement and its pre-
cepts.

No room for defendants

To a large extent, the defendants themselves were not permitted to testify re-
garding the context, purpose or rationale of their own actions.

No experts or professionals were permitted to testify on behalf of the defen-
dants in light of Peter Bariso’s pre-trail ruling that any opinion challenging
the plaintiff’s core assertion would, by definition not be considered experts
(in any field, even including Jewish theology).



Experts admit attractions can change

After stagey analogies were introduced, JONAH members were likened to
“amateurs using scalpels”. Under oath even the highly biased SPLC “ex-
perts” acknowledged that:

– it is known that “sexual orientation” can indeed change,

– it would be unethical to counsel someone to adopt a gay identity if such
was not their desire

– that it had never been proven in any quantitative scientific study that any
particular mental illness disease or other ailment had been shown to result
from activities like those involved at JONAH.

170 satisfied clients vs. 4 plaintiffs

Over 170 satisfied JONAH members offered depositions or other statements
regarding the ways the organization had helped them (compared to only the
4 plaintiffs, who were the only ones with any complaints). Yet Judge Bariso
did not allow most of the satisfied clients to testify.

When he did, he derisively demanded that they relate “success stories” and
then forbade them from speaking in complete sentences about their JONAH
experiences. Instead, he held JONAH’s clients on the stand to answer closed-
ended questions as SPLC attorneys asked the men impertinent questions
about their penises and whether they had seen other men naked.

The flamboyant plaintiffs giggled and pointed like saucy pubescent girls,
with Judge Bariso languishing on the bench like a torpid housewife mesmer-
ized by a salacious Lifetime television Movie.

Mention of First Amendment not permitted

After defense witnesses would leave the stand, he would regale the plaintiffs
with a tyrade of what a waste of the court’s time their testimony had been.



Much like the antagonistic lion Scar in Disney’s well known feature The Lion
King who forbade even speaking the name of the rightful King Mufasa – Bari-
so angrily forbade the very mention of the First Amendment of the US Consti-
tution or its protections for freedom of speech and free exercise of religion
from even being mentioned in the Jury’s presence.

Board certified medical doctors sympathetic to JONAH were barred from the
court as “non-experts” while amateur plaintiffs were permitted to testify as
to the horrors of learning medical facts about GLBT health risks learned in
JONAH programs.

JONAH portrayed as occult

An eccentric lesbian sociologist, formally discredited by the American Psy-
chological Association was brought in to try to characterize JONAH as an oc-
cult organization in a feeble attempt to explain away why the plaintiffs them-
selves consistently spoke of the quality and effectiveness of JONAH’s pro-
gram until recruited by the SPLC to say otherwise.

Perjury

All four plaintiffs were exposed as committing perjury but were never or ad-
monished for doing so. Plaintiff Ben Unger claimed under oath he was a vir-
gin when he came to JONAH but later admitted to having sex with men for
years prior to joining the group. Chaim Levin claimed under oath that JON-
AH had “promised to make him straight” before finally admitting to signing
documents (shown in evidence) clarifying that he knew all along no such
promise was made, and plaintiff Sheldon Bruck claimed under oath he was
forced to inhale noxious fumes at JONAH events, only to later admit this nev-
er really happened and he got the idea for his testimony from an online arti-
cle he read.

Surveys required, then not allowed

In the end, Judge Bariso, who disallowed JONAH from admitting any of its nu-



merous and well documented member satisfaction surveys into evidence, in-
structed the jury that since they hadn’t seen these surveys, they would just
have to rule for the plaintiffs, which they did. In this way he guaranteed the
trial outcome simply by manipulating the jury.

Not a jury of peers

It probably helped that the good Judge had already categorically excluded
from serving on the jury any citizen of New Jersey who admitted to attending
religious services on a weekly basis (as the defendants were known to do).
He further instructed jurors that if they had seen anything indicating the de-
fendants harbored beliefs that there could be anything “disordered” about so-
domy and other same-sex acts (as their Jewish faith teaches, and as the Cat-
echism of the Catholic church also teaches) – any such statement of belief
would also implicate a defendant of consumer fraud and require jurors find
for the plaintiffs.

4. CONCLUSION

Progressive judges

Could anyone ever imagine that such a court room drama would result from
appointing or advocating the appointment of “progressive” judges to New
Jersey’s bench? Who in New Jersey — who in America or anywhere in this
world would freely consent to live lawfully in a society where such a de-
ranged theatre passes for a court of law? The JONAH case is a teachable mo-
ment, to ponder by what errors of politics, judgment and public morality
such a man was ever given a robe and gavel, and how such errors can be rev-
ersed.

Further reflection is warranted regarding the career consequences that may
have faced this “Judge” in New Jersey if he (or any other judge) had, in fact
offered a fair trial when confronted by feverish claims regarding the ficti-
tious “ex-gay conversion therapy” boogey man.



Trial as a circus

The JONAH trial must go down in history as a reprehensible three ring circus
hosted at the public’s expense, with Judge Bariso and his SPLC aficionados
the diabolical ringmasters. The proceeding was more reminiscent of Arthur
Millers’ The Crucible, or William Golding’s Lord of the Flies than any court of
law that would be tolerated by an even marginally enlightened society.

It would be funny if it were not tragic. 20th century German holocaust resister
Martin Niemöller taught of the dangers of religious and political tyranny in his
chilling poem “First they came…” This time
in 21st century America – an immensely popu-
lar and fiercely obstinate political juggernaut
has come once again (this time draped in
rainbow colored garb) – first for the Jews,
bankrupting their organization, impoverish-
ing their leaders and criminalizing their state-
ments of faith that Jewish men can choose
lives and identities according to the Torah
and the Orthodox Jewish tradition.

Rising threat to minorities everywhere

The already wealthy perpetrators of this courtroom butchery have over $350
Million at their disposal and are overtly using the outcome of this trial to
raise even more funds. They have already published a list of other minority
religious and cultural groups and individuals who dare to tolerate and sup-
port non-gay responses to SSA for future persecutions mirroring this “first of
its kind” exercise in judicial and cultural despotism.

It is crucial that everyone reading these words remember the story of the JO-
NAH trial whenever hearing terms like “conversion therapy” or “ex-gay”
used to berate, humiliate, criminalize or persecute religious and cultural mi-
norities for resisting the gay culture and its demands. This emerging brand



of bigotry now visits state legislatures, the White House, the halls of
congress and other courts through America and the world.

The JONAH trial has shed a light on the GLBT movement’s overt hatred, intol-
erance and injustice towards those who resist its grip. The case also illumi-
nates the effects that popular adherence to a dogma equating “gayness”
with justice already has had, and will yet have on the human condition now
and for years to come. Under this light, it is incumbent on men and women
of faith and conscience to realize that regardless of whether one loves the
rainbow flag, the star of David, the cross of Jesus, the crescent of Islam or
something else–stopping this type of persecution in its tracks is the impera-
tive for freedom loving people everywhere.

If we do not all now do our part to end this rainbow colored bigotry, we may
well find that when such bigotry inevitably comes for each of us, there will in-
deed be nobody left to speak out, and no freedom left with which to do so.

——————————————————————

Figure 1: Sheldon Bruck lied under oath that he
was forced to inhale ammonia and other noxious
chemicals during JONAH activities. He would later
admit that this never occurred, and he got the idea
for his testimony from an online article he read.

 

Figure 2: Michael Ferguson lied under oath, com-
plaining that his work with a JONAH-referred
coach had damaged his self- esteem. Ferguson
would later confess that in his relationship with JO-
NAH had led him to consider himself gifted and
that his JONAH involvement had shown him he “had a lot going for him.”

 



Figure 3: Plaintiff Chaim Levin lied under oath in
the New Jersey Court, asserting that JONAH had
promised to make him “straight”, then later admitt-
ed that he had signed documents acknowledging
no such promise was ever made. Even though the
check he wrote to JONAH had bounced, Bariso’s
court granted him a triple refund nonetheless.

Figure 4: The largest court award went to Benjamin
Unger, who lied under oath about being a “virgin”
when he first came to JONAH. Unger would later
admit that he had actually compulsively engaged in
anal sex with men for years before ever joining the
group. While Unger claimed that he required over
$5,000 for a psychotherapist to help him “recover” from his JONAH involve-
ment, the same therapist testified under oath that there was no record
Unger had ever personally paid for any therapeutic services after leaving JO-
NAH and the therapist had never even heard the name of Unger’s JONAH-Re-
ferred coach until the day of the trail. Unger’s own father refused to have
anything to do with his claim. Nevertheless, Bariso’s court awarded Unger
over $17,000 from the two elderly defendants. The amount awarded is three
times Unger’s original claim for psychotherapy costs that the therapist testi-
fied there was no evidence Unger had ever personally incurred. Claiming to
be gay in a Bariso’s court is a lucrative business indeed.

(For privacy reasons, the witness’s name is known to the editors only.)
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The SPLC has published a report, praising its victory over JON-
AH, a small group of orthodox Jews minding their own busi-
ness. We need to understand the mindframe of radical gay-
lib. JONAH adheres to another paradigm than the extremists
do when it comes to understanding same-sex attractions. In
this article, we will try to understand radical gay-lib by diving
deep into the homosexual experience itself. In eight para-
graphs we will outline for people who are not trained in psychi-
atry what is going on.

(For the sake of convenience, in this article we will refer to the male).

Paragraph 1: Sexualizing

When a man sexualizes another man, he is fascinated by him,
fantasizes about him, and ultimately wants something to do
with him, preferably at a very personal and intimate level.
When this leads to a sexual contact, he not only sexualizes the
other man, but identifies with his maleness at the same time.
This then is the core of the homosexual experience: sexualiz-
ing a same-sex partner and identifying with that same-sex
partner. It is wanting the same sex but also identifying with the own sex. Identifying with the
own sex lies at the core of the homosexual experience. Sexualizing the own sex = identifying
with the own sex. They are one and the same.

In a heterosexual contact, the man does not identify with the partner, to the contrary. He en-
joys and celebrates her femaleness but also enjoys and celebrates his own masculinity. The
woman enjoys and celebrates her own femininity (she feels very much a woman), but also en-
joys and celebrates his masculinity along with him. A mutual enjoyment, a mutual accep-
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tance of the own sex but also of the other, all at the same time. A thrilling experience.

Radical gay-lib does not understand the heterosexual act; activist ideology therefore as-
sumes that heterosexuality is primarily the consequence of a coercive, so-called heteronor-
matitive society which just imposes this behavior on people with its norms, its values, its
group pressure. But people who identify as heterosexual know for a fact that heterosexual
contact stems from within; they sense a deep urge, a deep thrill, an intense longing and an
enduring satisfaction after a sexual contact. The man feels empowered in his maleness, the
woman feels the same and both are peace with the world in regards to sexualizing and identi-
fying.

When a psychotherapist comes along with phrases like “dimin-
ishing same-sex attractions” or “change of sexual orienta-
tion”, the homosexual feels threatened. He thinks he hears
the therapist implying that after he has done some magical
tricks, you cannot sexualize that great looking guy anymore.
But, most important, he also hears him saying that you cannot
identify with your own sex anymore. Because for the homosex-
ual, sexualizing the own sex equals identifying with the own sex. This therapist apparently
wants you to stop the very activity which you know for sure is the ultimate source of identify-
ing with the own sex. And that is a no-no. “Go away, you evil man, drop dead. Never will I
give up my search for identification with my maleness. Begone. Obama, send in the National
Guard! I have a right to be protected!”

The gay thinks he hears the therapist implying that the identification with own maleness is un-
wanted and undesirable. And the only way he can deeply identify, is by means of the homo-
sexual act, the sexualization of the own sex.

The therapist also seems to be promoting a heterosexual contact, that is sexualizing the
other sex. But because in the mind of a homosexual, ‘sexualizing’ equals ‘identifying with’,
the therapist is therefore promoting identifying with the other sex. And this is insufferable, in-
tolerable: “Run those shrinks out of society!” The homosexual does not want to identify with
the other sex, therefore he repels the idea that he will ever sexualize them. Having sex with
the other gender does not satisfy his deep need for male affirmation of his own gender, be-
cause he seems to know for sure that the vital need for identification is not to be found there.

Paragraph 2: Lack of sufficient identification



For more than a century, psychotherapists and psycho-an-
alysts have recognized that identification with the own gender
is not an inborn trait but a psychological process that happens
between birth and roughly age three. In these crucial develop-
mental years, the boy learns to apprehend he is not female,
but other: male. His primary identification object is the
mother, and over time he learns to let go of his identification
with her and identify with the father or father figure. Countless books have been written on
the subject, too many to recapitulate here.

When the father is distant, rejecting, hard to get, or totally absent, the little boy has great
difficulty identifying with him. He needs the physical contact, the affirmation, the admiration,
the reassurance, and the feeling that he, as a boy, is part of the gang, the male gang as op-
posed to the female gang. This is a genetically driven urge, thanks to which the human race
has managed over the millenia to come so far (see more on this subject below: the origins of
the identification process). When that great instinctive need is not met, the boy can either
fight or flee: he can become quite oppositional and demand, yell, misbehave, do anything to
get that male attention. This is the birth of a very Angry Little Boy, who knows he is misunder-
stood and not getting what he needs. And his upheaval is caused by his instincts.

Or he can close down, blaming himself. Closing down can happen when the father is literally
absent (either all or most of the time), or when the mother makes it quite clear to the boy
that this kind of insolent, rude and aggressive behavior is not tolerated in this family. He is pu-
nished for his actions, punished for being a bad little boy, and is threatened with loss of love.
He already felt insufficient love or connection from the male parent, and he can’t afford to
lose both. So we witness the birth of the Good Little Boy Syndrome, basically a sad predica-
ment.

If Daddy (who is always right) does not look at me, see me, affirm me or touch me, then I am
to blame. After all, he gets along real well with other men, so I am the problem. I am just not
good enough: we see here the foundation of what psychology calls the Inferiority Syndrome.
The child does not manage to identify enough with the father, and most importantly: all that
he stands for.

In rebellion, the boy will protect himself from these extremely
hurtful experiences, and he unconsciously decides to reject
back, to withhold his father or father figures with love. “If you
don’t love me, go to hell. Get lost. Don’t touch me, go to hell”.
Of course he needs to be touched and told he is part of the
male gang, but after so many degrading disapprovals by his
parents, he actually gives up and lets go of his desires. He has



run out of coping strategies. He turns away from the father figure and all that this man
stands for: heterosexuality, a normatitive society, the whole world that Dad calls his own.

We call this phenomenon rejectionism, and it will become a way of life.

Rejectionism is a sad and lonely experience; it is not caused by genes as radical gay-lib in its
ignorance conveniently assumes. You were not born a rejectionist. You have become one.

And it is an ancient feeling, an ingrained coping strategy if you will. It served a purpose once,
a defense wall, a private self-fabricated Chinese Wall against humiliation and feelings of hope-
lessness, but if rejectionism isn’t dealt with by kind and understanding therapists, it becomes
a Great Dividing Wall, not pushing out the Mongols, but pushing out all that Dad stood for:
heterosexuality, the heterosexual world, the male gang that the boy so much wanted and
needed to be a part of at an age when the world started to make sense.

The Wall had a purpose once, but when growing up it leads to an isolated experience, a loneli-
ness and a deep feeling of not being understood, recognized or valued for who you are. And
every gay guy knows that feeling, if he is prepared to be honest.

If the feeling is not recognized and addressed soon enough while growing up, the child runs
the risk of suppressing that feeling, of forgetting about it, and no longer understanding or
reaching the roots of his feelings about same-sex identification. It becomes a mystery and its
origins become lost in the mists of time.

Paragraph 3: Lost but not forgotten

But the call of the genes lingers on. Genes don’t give up. Maleness is strong, maleness is inst-
inct, maleness is body, and the body does not lie. The urge to identify with the own sex has
been a driving force throughout the history of the human race. Let us look into this pheno-
menon.

For hundreds of thousands of years, mankind has mostly lived
in small family groups where there was a great necessity for
children to acquire a quick identification with same-sex par-
ents. They lived as small vulnerable bands of hunters/gather-
ers, with usually a division of labour between the sexes. With
parents often dying around the age of 30 or 35, children were
in that case forced to quickly assume the deceased parent’s
role in order for the group to survive. The women conceived, raised children, cared for the
meal and were at all times available for the young ones. The men, more often than not, were
the ones that could afford to go out, hunt, find new grounds, and fight or defend the family



group from other groups or wild predators if necessary.

The quicker and easier a ten year old could assume the parental role if necessary, the more
likely the group would survive hardships, famine, disease or conquest. In present day Africa,
we see small gangs of AIDS-survivors, orphans often, whose parents and aunts or uncles
have fallen prey to the deadly disease. They are on their own, usually headed by a 12 year
old girl, assuming the role that her mother had. The easier and quicker this girl can assume
that role, the more chance of survival the orphan gang has. A sad predicament to which the
world has turned its back.

It stands to reason that those individuals who instinctively identify with the same-sex parent
are more destined to survive group casualties than individuals who turn their back on the
group, the group identity, and who reject all the parents stood for. Therefore in the course of
millenia, the tendency to identify quickly and strongly with the same-sex parent has been a
lifesaver, at the expense of rejectionist children who, in defiance, go their own way. The abili-
ty to identify has become an instinct, at the expense of those who defy and denounce the
same-sex parent and all he/she stands for.

We can safely say that the urge to identify with the same-sex parent has become part of the
genetic make-up of the human race, which is not a race of lone individuals on their own, but
a race of socially cooperative individuals forming strong relationships as part of their survival
strategy. Only in this way has mankind managed to come so far in an unpredictable world of
hardships and impending early-age death.

Every boy and girl is born with this inherent need to socialize, to identify with the same-sex
parent, and it distinguishes the human race from other creatures who often live a life on their
own. Mankind cannot do that, nor does it want to. It is a genetic urge, and a pervasive urge
at that. It has made us the super power in the animal kingdom that we are.

Paragraph 4: identification as an inner struggle

Ask any man who identifies as ‘gay’ if he feels he is part of the
usual male gang, one of the boys, one of the men, one of the
average guys and blokes, just a common mediocre dude. He
will always say ‘no’. He will say he does not belong to that
group, that he is not part of the mob, and doesn’t want to be
either. You are then talking with a rejectionist.

In that case, does he not have that urge? Oh yes he does, but in a way that needs some ex-
planation. For he is a normal human being, just like his parents, aunts, uncles, and siblings,
whether he likes to hear it or not.



He is a rejectionist, denouncing and disengaging from the same-sex parent or at least all that
he stands for. But there is a tell-tale sign that he is struggling to find that identification after
all: his homosexual feelings and his homosexual actions. The fact that he says he is gay,
proves he is normal. What a paradox! Let me explain.

From age three onward, the rejectionist child is caught between body and mind, between the
genetic persistent urge to identify with the same-sex parent and the fact that he has (uncons-
ciously) made up his mind to reject. It goes on and on, and leads to an obsession with the is-
sue.

I have two cats, siblings who came into our home at the same
time, male and female. I loved feeding them and they obvious-
ly love being fed. One day I was emptying one of those little
cans they have these days with cat food into the bowl. The fe-
male cat, who is smaller with a two colored face, more sensi-
tive, more high strung and unusually creative, sniffed the can
while I was busy shaking it to get that food out. I accidentally hit her on the nose. Shouldn’t
have done that! She was off to the attic, hid under the sofa there and refused to come out. It
has taken me more than two years to regain her confidence. And boy, can Her Majesty harbor
a grudge!

Her orange, huge brother to the contrary is a swell dude, a big fat lazy loaf of cat fur. You can
kick him around the room like a football, he loves it. And when you stop, he gives you this
look like: “come on, we are having fun”. One day I accidentally hit his nose too with the food
can. Cats can be so greedy and impatient! He looked up at me, and just waited for the food
to come out. He had this gaze like: “Yeah, that food will do. Let’s have some”.

Am I into bad parenting? No. It was not specifically me who dunnit, it is the individual reac-
tion to my doing what constitutes the problem. And every cat and child can reach different
conclusions with the same parental act. One cat or child can reject and resent for years, the
other loves you just the same. Orientation therapists do not blame parents, they are only in-
terested in what the cat or client makes of it, and whether he or she has decided to hide un-
der the sofa, run to the attic, not come down and/or sulk. And that winning of trust takes pa-
tience.

Despite the feeling of being rejected by the same-sex parent, or not seen, or not being found
important enough, the need to identify with the same-sex cannot easily be suppressed.

In the rejectionist child, it goes underground and becomes part of his very private inner world
of looking, seeking, longing and yearning. It is a loneliness that very many people who identi-
fy as ‘gay’, who openly reject, can relate to. On the one hand the boy rejects to avoid further



pains and feelings of hopelesness, but on the other, he is still waiting and yearning for that
identification to come. It is what the brilliant psychologist Joseph Nicolosi calls a double bind.
Two opposing forces within the same mind of the child. A keen insight, so simple and yet so
powerful.

Paragraph 5: sexualizing the inner struggle

If that inner conflict of identification is not resolved before the sexual hormones kick in, then
that conflict becomes sexualized. Such is the power of sex hormones. These hormones or
chemicals cause you to sexualize that which is ‘other’, that which is exotic, thrilling and
which adds a new dimension to your life. Sex hormones do not just give you an erection, they
broaden the mind, the longings, and open a whole new world of excitement and grandness. A
boundary displacing emotion, very addictive and such fun. You sexualize that which is other.
This is the paradigm of orientation therapy, and a great deal of sexology to go with it.

And so the rejectionist child in puberty sexualizes what for him or her is ‘other’. And for the re-
jectionist child, it is the same sex with which he has not fully or adequately identified yet. But
his genetic urge to identify just keeps pounding away, relentlessly beating on the mind, on
the dreams, and then the sex hormones take over. And they deliver.

In the sexual act, sexual fantasy or masturbation cycle, a deep sense of gratification is
reached when fantasizing about the same sex. And to his surprise and great delight, he
achieves magically a deeper sense of getting closer to the same sex, to incorporate it into
mind and body, and to feel an intense union to the way things should be. Just touch your pe-
nis and all will be well. What a toy, what a gift, and how good it feels, how right, how ‘me’.
Coming down from the attic at last, the boy has found a very private way to achieve that iden-
tification yet. And it feels good. “It belongs to me, it is ME, it is mine, and don’t let anyone ev-
er touch it“. Home at last, home with yourself, home inside yourself. The ‘gay’ child is born.

Orientation therapists are not anti-gay. In fact, they are the only ones really interested and
ready to understand and ally with the client against all odds. These odds include religious ex-
tremists who denounce homosexual actions by definition, right-wing or Islamist extremists
who feel people do not have the right to be Lord and Master over their own life and body be-
cause it is ‘faggy’, and most recently gay-lib extremists (not gay-lib moderates) who de-
nounce any looking into personal predicaments and who label society as the sole factor of
any misery or psychological doubt.

Licensed orientation therapists try to understand, and offer help in a moderate, careful and
ever so prudent way. After all, hiding under the sofa in the attic is so comforting. Yet the
food-can experience is distorted due to the age of the kitten. And so it is with rejectionist
kids, who see a cardboard replica of their much hated father on every street corner, and who



cannot by the love of God identify with all that he stands for.

And so it was with my kitten. And boy, is she stubborn! Although I love her. But then again,
Her Majesty has opinions all of her own.

Banning licensed therapists, as the extremists insist, is a license to hand kids over to ama-
teurs who are not savvy, who are not scrutinized nor informed by any body of knowledge or
regulation. It is with a sad heart that we see the therapeutical child being thrown away with
the religious-intolerant bathwater by the extremists. Since when and on which subject are rad-
icals, fanatics and alarmists our best bet on any issue, for that matter?

Paragraph 6: Sun goes up, sun goes down

When the sun goes down, the dick goes up. During the day, the person who has decided to
identify as ‘gay’, who has consciously gone through what is now labeled as the ‘coming-out
process’, has made up his mind (or has been taught by Gay Affirmative Therapy) to denounce
heterosexuality, to denounce the father figure (not necessarily the own father) and all that
mainstream society stands for. “They are not me, they are other. They are another world, the
heterosexual world, another continent, another globe, not me.”

This is rejectionism. And heterophobia to go with it.

But an ancient inborn trait still insists, still calls at night, still haunts: the need for male iden-
tification. It has been there for millennia, and it is a pervasive genetic urge. No matter how
effeminate you behave or feel inclined to do. You know it. Every gay guy knows it. The call
goes on all night, and when the sun goes down, all of a sudden this inborn trait takes over:
Go for it!

And so it feels good to take your wallet and head for an all-male pub, perhaps to venture into
an all-male darkroom, or if you need a quick fix or do not live in a big city, you switch your
computer on, and Google to a porn website, free or otherwise. And get your satisfaction, you
will. Enjoy it. It is a natural genetic urge. Life is short.

But when the sun comes up, the dick goes down. The sexual urge has disappeared, and when
you are sober, when the poppers (drugs to enhance sexual pleasure) are out of your system,
when you are alone in bed again, getting up, just as you were as a seven year old, then the
seven year old child’s feelings come to the scene. Because it is you, the person you have al-
ways been: the rejectionist.

This ancient feeling, this ghost from the past, takes over and what does he say? “I denounce
those male machos, I hate the coercive heterosexual society, I hate being male as society



defines it, I am different, I am not part of the gang, never have been, never wanted to, never
going to”.

In doing so, we are back to Square 1. No identification with maleness, no identification with
the naturally confident and cheeky guy who does not understand (nor experience) rejection.
No identification with the mob, no identification with society. “ I am different, I am special, I
am lonely, and it is your fault”.

The Child in the Man takes over during the day, with ingrained feelings of good old rejection-
ism. And these feelings are glorified by gay-lib ideology.

When the sun goes down however, the dick goes up and the sexual urges to identify, not re-
ject, with maleness, take over and the cycle begins all over again, just like the night before.

Or does it? Is the next night of darkroom, porn, masturbation, or gay bar and disco the same,
or has something changed? More often than not, the previous experience wasn’t good
enough. (It has worn off due to the rejectionism the next day, but few people are aware of
that). The feeling didn’t last long enough, and seems to fade far, far away (due to rejectionis-
m). And so we need a new fix, only this time with more excitement or pleasure. In this way,
the gay man can search for a new partner, someone more exciting. Promiscuity sets in, and
very often drug abuse or experiential enhancement. The previous sex encounter or porn mas-
turbation isn’t quite doing the job, and the great feeling of orgasm wears off all too soon. Per-
haps a more intense or enhanced sexual experience will satisfy the nagging urge for real
male identification.

Rejectionism next day when we are sober of alcohol, drugs or hormones, ruins all that has
been accomplished in terms of fulfilling the natural need for identification.

In this way, rejectionism during the next day is the main issue in understanding homosexual
acts. It is not worthwhile considering the homosexual act at night itself as the “be all, end all”
of homosexuality. It is rejectionism during the day which fuels the motor of the homosexual
search for the ultimate and lasting identification with the own sex.

If the individual does not acquire any insight into this unconscious process, then the cycle of
sexualizing=identifying, interspersed with rejectionism, can go on for life. It becomes the tred-
mill of the adopted “gay lifestyle”, which differs from the usual boy-meets-girl way of life and
all the social interactions and expectations connected to the latter. This explains why many
gay men can have hundreds of sexual partners in a lifetime, but at age 60 remain single, and
very often lonely, as statistics have proven. In the Guardian, we read:

“A YouGov survey found that older gay and bisexual men are three times more likely to

https://www.theguardian.com/society/2011/sep/11/gay-people-risk-old-age


be single than heterosexual men. Their fears are compounded by their lifestyles.

Gay people are far more likely to drink alcohol regularly, take drugs and have a history of
mental health problems than heterosexual people. Frank, 64, said: “I worry about my
partner becoming ill or dying, and about leaving him alone if I die first.” James, 55, said:
“Being gay and getting older is like not being gay and getting older but difficulties are
magnified.”

Gay men end up living alone far more often than men who have found their same-sex identifi-
cation at a very early age. The latter are labeled heterosexual, as if they would be a special
subset of the human race. But these are only labels. As we have stated in a previous article
(“The False Notion of Sexual Orientation”), there is no such thing as an innate sexual orienta-
tion.

It is a myth, a social convention, a social construct. We are all the same, but some individuals
are still struggling at a later age with the genetically driven need to identify with the same
sex. These people are not genetically different; they are not a third sex, they are normal guys
with normal urges, but the struggle for identification has merely become a bumpy ride. That
is all, no big deal. And it can be explained by caring, compassionate licensed therapists. No
need for Obama to call in the National Guard. The hysterics of it all!

Paragraph 7: people can change

The need for identification can be gratified at all ages. There is no special reason to assume
that after the onset of the sex hormones around age 11, all is lost and all would be fixed for
ever more. That is nonsense. Some people state: “I cannot change, this is how I am”. We
must look into that assertion, and not just merely take it for granted. Reaching same-sex iden-
tification can be met in various ways. Sexualizing is not the only coping strategy, there are
others. And if one studies world cultural history and anthropology, one will see that the geneti-
cally induced need for identification can and usually is also met in other ways in different cul-
tures and eras. It is a historic fact.

The stronger the bonding takes place in a group or society,
the more identification needs are met outside of the sexualiz-
ing context. The Greeks, the Romans, the Samoans, people liv-
ing in close knit rural areas or in religious communities, all
offer a variety of identification possibilities for the group mem-
bers. By identification, we mean the way one can feel at last
to be part of the gang, to be a man amongst men and not to
feel inferior or inadequate or a loner.

http://exgaycalling.com/2016/05/26/the-false-notion-of-sexual-orientation/


The more a society like ours however, becomes individualistic, with its members leading iso-
lated private lives, the less identification possibilities are at hand. Therefore this model offers
a sound explanation for the fact that within Western societies, the sexualizing of the identifi-
cation need is a more predominant coping strategy compared to other societies, and that it is
more predominant in larger Western cities where people have hardly any sense of communi-
ty compared to rural life.

In recent years, the coping strategy of ‘sexualizing = identifying’ to gain closeness to the own
sex has become predominant in Western societies, and lies at the root of the gay emancipa-
tion movement. Due to a diminishing of other identification possibilities in the Western world,
it has become for many the one and only way to yet fulfill that genetically driven identifica-
tion need. Therefore we see the birth of radical gay-lib, a movement which holds as a
paradigm that sexualizing the same-sex is the only way to go.

Birth of radical gay-lib

The average member of gay-lib does not see other possibilities within himself, and therefore
radical gay-lib finds it necessary to speak on behalf of all mankind. And if other coping strate-
gies are propagated, the reaction is negative, and very often vehemently so. Other coping
strategies are not trusted, because losing the sexualizing strategy would ultimately mean
that all is lost.

Every other way of experiencing the identification need outside of sexualizing is, after all, re-
jected. It would mean ultimately joining the gang, the mob, the world of heterosexual men,
and that perspective has been denounced since early childhood. And so we face a “winner
takes all” struggle within the emancipation movement.

Us-them thinking sets in, people with other views are seen as outsiders, as a threat, as the
heterosexual menace, as the Dad who was once deeply rejected. and even if the relationship
with Dad improves later on in life, then most certainly his heterosexual ‘accomplices‘ will be
the object of rejectionism.

And so anyone who contests radical gay-lib will have to face the full force of the gale winds of
the small child’s rejectionism. It was a strong impulse during very early childhood when the
child felt hopeless in his emotions. For many that impulse still lies dormant in the uncons-
cious mind and will rage again at the drop of a hat. Rejectionism has become a way of life.

Paragraph 8: fifty shades of rejectionism

Rejectionism is in my view the core theme in understanding homosexuality. The core issue is
not sexualizing, for the homosexual sexualizes that which is other, as does someone who sex-



ualizes the opposite sex. It is the same mental process, and there is no evidence that some-
thing remarkably different is taking place. Homosexuality is therefore not a variation of sexu-
ality, as many people have been led to believe. The need for identification with the same-sex
is also universally present, therefore the person who labels himself ‘gay’ is not different on
that issue either, whether he realizes that or not.

The difference between someone experiencing predominantly same-sex attractions and
someone experiencing opposite-sex attractions lies in the rejectionism at an early age and its
persistence into adulthood during the day, not the sexualizing process itself. The person who
labels himself ‘gay’ identifies at last with the same-sex due to the physical presence of the
same-sex, and the person who identifies as ‘heterosexual’ already has sufficient identification
material in his mind, in his ‘portable Dad’, the internalization of male bonding at a very early
age.

The person who labels himself as ‘gay’ has also got a portable Dad inside himself, but it is felt
to be insufficient, and a little bit of adding to it, is what is being sought after. “Gimme,
gimme, gimme, I wants it, I wants it, I needs it, gimme”. And it is the rejectionism which sub-
sequently ruins it in the next days.

Rejectionism takes many forms, and the extent of rejectionism is decisive when it comes to
creating personal happiness, social relationships, sexual relationships and when it comes to
acting as a participator in the broader realm of society. If you know one rejectionist, you do
not yet automatically know the next. Labels are not helpful, to say the least, into understand-
ing one another.

SUMMARY

In part 3 of this series on the JONAH trial, we have looked into the mechanism of radical gay-
lib feeling threatened by heterosexual psychotherapists.

We have seen how for the homosexual, sexualizing a guy also means identifying with a guy,
which is not the case with a heterosexual contact. In a heterosexual contact, you do not iden-
tify with the woman, but feel connected to your maleness just the same, more even than with-
out that contact. Many homosexuals fail to see or feel this. It has to do with the concept of a
‘portable Dad’ created inside yourself, and the fact that, for some people, that internalizing
has become a long and winding road.

We have demonstrated that the need for identification is no different in any guy, no matter
what sexual label he assumes, or is assumed to him.

We have demonstrated that a separate sexual orientation does not exist. If you look at a tele-



vision set and see CNN, compared to Fox News, you see different accounts of the same news
story, but that does not mean that you therefore have a separate eyesight. All people have
the same eyesight, a bodily function. And what you see may be different, depending on
where you look. But that does not mean you have a different bodily function called eyesight.
And so it is with sexuality: the ability to sexualize and later on desexualize. You do not have a
separate sexuality. Therefore homosexuality is not a variation of human sexuality, as main-
stream media would have it. Neither does your body harbor a different variation of eyesight,
depending on which programme you are watching.

A homosexual admiration of a swell looking guy does not mean you have a different eyesight
or sexuality; guys can look great, let’s face it. And we congratulate that guy on it! Sometimes
jealous even, I admit. And he loves people being jealous of him. He finds it flattering, and
rightfully so.

But beauty is in the eye of the beholder; it is a psychological process and it changes over
time. Sexual admiration, as is true for love of music, art or your favorite baseball team,
changes over time. There is nothing fixed about it, and we must not let ourselves be fooled in-
to believing, and acting on, the contrary.

We have demonstrated that the homosexual act itself consists of two opposing strong forces:
on the one hand the normal urge at night to sexualize and at the same time identify with the
same sex, and on the other hand the peculiar tendency during the day to reject the same sex
parent, or at least all that he stands for: heterosexuality, the heterosexual mob, peers, the
world at large. We have demonstrated how Nicolosi calls this a double bind.

———————-

In the next installment of this series, we will look into the consequences of rejectionism in
terms of personal satisfaction, social and sexual relationships, and finally the place a homo-
sexual creates for himself in society.

We will demonstrate that radical gay-lib members do not come to terms with rejectionist im-
pulses in a mature and healthy constructive way, creating much anxiety, stress and discom-
fort for oneself and society at large.

Radical gay-lib creates havoc by undermining confidence a client can have in the mental
health community. Due to radical social pressure, having doubts about homosexuality is cur-
rently non-acceptable and is considered a mental disorder by Gay Affirmative Therapy.

So we witness the strange paradox that homosexuality was removed from the books as a
mental disorder in 1973 and now the extremists are stigmatizing all doubts or reluctance



about “the coming out” process as a new mental disorder. The activist gay-lib agenda is be-
ing intellectualized and made to look scientifically safe and sound, although no research into
the harm of Gay Affirmative Therapy has ever been undertaken.

And harmful it is, with the fabrication of wild horror stories, alleging that there are non-gay
therapists out there, ready and eager to drive you to suicide, with corpses lying around every-
where.

The GAT-boys have deleted almost all of Wikipedia on the subject of sexuality, and replaced
it with their own stories. Confused youngsters, journalists and politicians will find exclusively
Gay Affirmative material when they search for more insights. We therefore witness a com-
plete ideological take-over by this Anti-psychiatry movement, founded in the fifties by the Sci-
entology Church (Ron Hubbard). It has infiltrated professionals organizations and even the
White House.

Psychotherapy has become increasingly scary; people don’t dare to confide their doubts any
more. In the next installment, we will look into this Western world development in more de-
tail.

At the end of the day, however, we need unitedness, in spite of our differences of opinion. My
very different cats show the same, time and time again. May they inspire us.

.

Job Berendsen MD
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In this series, we look into the radical gay mind in order to un-
derstand what is going on as extremists try to eradicate all op-
posing views in society. They insist that there are no psycho-
logical phenomena involved in being gay and that it is solely
society to be blamed for any sort of psychological stress or
problems.

Why does radical gay-lib incessantly blame others? In this article we investigate the pheno-
menon of projecting.

To understand this reaction, we need to look even deeper into the homosexual mind than we
have done in the eight paragraphs of part 3. As we have explained, the fundamental issue to
be observed is rejectionism, a frame of mind that creates a reality all of its own. It goes on all
day. But one does not want that uncomfortable feeling to come into consciousness. We pro-
ject it from us, attribute it to others in order to get it out of mind.

Paragraph 9 projectionism

How does projectionism work? Let me take an example from my own life.

One Sunday morning, I was driving down the road of a village in the Netherlands; I had wo-
ken up too early and I had drunk too much on a good Saturday night before. We had fun, but
I should not have taken that last Martini, after only a few glasses of wine and some good old
Heineken, as far as I can remember. I wasn’t in the best of spirits. At the end of the morning,
a police officer hauled me over and questioned me about what on earth I was doing. Here is
my tale:

PART 4: SPLC AGAINST JONAH:
UNDERSTANDING THE GAY MIND:
PROJECTING
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I was driving down the road. Bad mood, bad temper, I admit. But here was this ass-hole of an
old-aged pensioner driving at 40 km/hr where he should have been driving at 50. In front of
us was this traffic light. And would you believe it? Miles, and I mean MILES, ahead of the
traffic light, he pressed on his brake pedal and started to slow down. In the meantime, I saw
his wife distracting his attention. He slowed down to hear her yapping. And would you believe
it? She had this horrible hairdo. I mean those phony gray curls to make her look like Shirley
Temple. Would you believe it? At her age?

And what did the ass-hole do? He slowed down as if he would
cause thousands of injured pedestrians crossing the street at
this time of a Sunday morning. After the light changed to
green, there she was: yapping and yapping. I gave it a good
honk. Wake up, sunshine.

So, with his pension and all, he slowly, and I mean SLOWLY, pressed the gas pedal to speed
up. Then there was this street at the right. And a car from miles, and I mean MILES away,
slowly making its way to the junction. So I honked my horn. Old Hairdo turned around in sur-
prise and started yapping. Pension-Boy pressed the brake yet again. And would you believe
it? They slowed down to a halt to let this car from MILES away to approach and enjoy its right
of way. What are these people doing in society anyway?

He took his sweet time to rev up again, Old Hairdo meanwhile was yapping and yapping. And
then we approached the next traffic light. So I blinked my headlights, honked my horn, drove
up right to his bumper and pressed my gas pedal to wake them up at this time in the morn-
ing. Old Hairdo turned around with a face of anguish, while Pension-Boy fiddled with his pe-
dals. These people should not be allowed to drive at their age. We need new laws to make th-
ese people face a new driving examination due to their behavior. And come on, everyone
knows this problem, and no-one is doing anything about it!

It was then that a police officer hauled me over, stopped me and invited me to explain what
on earth I was doing on a calm Sunday morning.

It is called projecting.

This psycho-analytic term means that you get rid of the bad thoughts in your head and say
that the other guy did it. Not you. It had nothing to do with you, but with those other people.
So all your negative emotions vanish and you are clean and right as rain. It is the other guy,
not you, and boy, does he deserve hell!

If you have a troubled mind, or a hangover for that matter, then according to Sigmund Freud
there are all sorts of mechanisms in your mind to feel good just the same. He called it de-



fense mechanisms, defending yourself from internal negative emotions. He named quite a
few, and one of them is projecting.

You lead yourself to believe that it is not you with the negative feelings/emotions/behavior,
but the other guy. You are cleansed on the spot. The blame goes whoopie! over the fence
and gone forever. It’s them. You are right as rain. There are negative emotions/traits/desires
at stake, but it is the other guy, not you. And boy, does it feel good to know that, to feel and
assert that. If others affirm you in this stance, they save your day. What a blessing.

So it is very important that others take away all doubt. I retold my driving experience to
others, and when they heard my version, they sympathized with me. How I love my friends.
In your hour of need, it is then that you get to know your true friends. Those who believe all
you say. Trustworthy companions, my crowd.

Paragraph 10 analyzing projections

Let me now as a sober psychiatrist painstakingly analyze what I did that Sunday morning:

1. I had a bad vibe (but did not admit it at that time)

2. The other guy was hostile to my driving experience (but in truth, I was hostile to his)

3. I felt he was damaging my normal right to share the street and highway (but I was damag-
ing his right to a calm and peaceful Sunday morning)

4. I felt her hairdo was ridiculous (but so is my juvenile crewcut at my age)

5. I perceived every action of his as a hostile and inappropriate action towards me, and I was
eager to see and counter his next vicious move.

6. My only incentive was to punish him for his next onslaught. I had been harassed enough.

7. I felt entitled to punish, to show hostile behavior, to demotivate him from feeling good
about himself. I felt entitled to let this Sunday morning go down in their memory as a bad ex-
perience. And it was my very intention to traumatize them as much as possible, as far as I
could from the limited possibilities of my car. I want, I need, I have the right, I have the obliga-
tion to go as far as I reasonably can, because of my emotions. And I have emotions, there-
fore, I have a right to traumatize, to punish. I have a right to be myself, therefore I have the
right to let him have it!

8. I called for new legislation for these kind of people, so that punishing is the way to go, sanc-



tioned by everyone else. So as I can get off the hook, and look on in innocence. And just call
the cops, and let them do the dirty work. Let them perpetrate the violence, let them violate
the other guy’s sense of innocence as an old aged pensioner, let the cops be my bullies. So
as I can get on in life, in absolute innocence, and as a victim for ever more. We need laws,
my laws, to suit my temper.

Welcome to radical gay-lib. This state of mind is their state of mind, and not only on a Sunday
morning, but on every morning they get up.

Radical gay-lib has beaten the crap out of JONAH, Jews Minding Their Own Business, being
Jewish. Yeah, that is what Orthodox Jews happen to do, and have done since centuries. Perso-
nally, I am secular. But nevertheless, let us as a professional community look at what is going
on here with the notorious SPLC. Jews, persecuted for centuries. For being Jewish, for having
other opinions, for having another sense of togetherness, for having another sense of male
and female affirmation.

Jews have an outstanding sense of togetherness that is never to be found anywhere else.
Such a sense of mutual acceptance, solidarity, and caring for each other, that has withstood
Nazi Germany and each and every persecution in the last twenty centuries. Due to the perse-
cution of orthodox Judaism at the trial in New Jersey, some have left the USA for good for Is-
rael. And even then, radical gay-lib is inciting the crowds to persecute them in Israel (US gay-
lib has gone global) for defying Western gay-lib dogmatic stance on achieving same-sex iden-
tification through same-gender sex acts.

People apparently have no rights anymore to another opinion. Jews have witnessed this so of-
ten. The diaspora has gone on for centuries, and in a previous blog (Part 2, an eye-witness ac-
count of the New Jersey trial against Orthodox Judaism) we see how the Jews are submitted
to what could be called a witch hunt, which defies each and every aspect of logic and the
sense of a fair trial. It has always been that way when dealing with Jews. Since when have
witch hunts ever been perceived as a fair trial? But in the meantime, we fear the worst. Who
is next on the SPLC’s hit list? One down, more to go. Their list of so-called hate groups is grow-
ing every day and has gone up by 40% over the last three years, according to their website.

But there is another side to it, Orthodox Jews are guilty: they have a ridiculous hairdo.

And funny little hats to go with it.

But does that entitle the people of America to put them out of business, when no harm has
been done, and plaintiffs only arrive at the scene when they have been recruited, and offered
money, to do so by the SPLC?



Persecution is a psychological phenomenon, a pathological one, therefore a psychiatric chal-
lenge. We need to dig even deeper into the homosexual mind, the only way to understand
what is going on. It is called rejectionism, and it permeates each and every fiber of the body
and mind. In our next installment we will try to explain what it feels like.

(to be continued).

Job Berendsen MD
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In this series, we are trying to understand the mind-frame of
radical gay-lib. Previously, we have looked into projections,
blaming a big bad outside world and thereby cleansing the
soul. But there are more ways to deal with inner turmoil. In
this article, we look at resistances and the way they are a me-
nace to the life of the individual, to his/her relationships and
to the well-being of society at large.

Paragraph 10 Inner turmoil

In homosexuals we see a sadness, brought about by the past in which the little boy did not re-
ceive, or felt he did not receive enough affirmation from his same-sex parent to be who he is.
He felt he was not noticed or even seen, at a critical age when the world started to make
sense. It was an age when he started to get the feeling of who he is as a personality.

The need to identify with the same-sex parent or role model is a genetic urge as we have ex-
plained previously. At the end of the day, the frustrated boy has tried more than hard enough
to reach out and receive affirmation from his dad or other older males, and when he contin-
ues to feel rejection, he rejects back: “Go away, you bad man. And take your whole world
with you. I will go my own way”.

You want it, but you don’t want it: a so-called double bind, the inner turmoil. And this feeling
then will persist because there is no way out. These feelings of ‘rejecting back’ are stances
taken at a critical age in the child’s development, and they create a weird feeling that only ho-
mosexuals understand. It is caused by the never-ending quality and quantity of double binds,
that is to say a set of contradictory feelings always bubbling up and not going away, leading
you to feel you are different.

PART 5, SPLC AGAINST JONAH:
UNDERSTANDING THE GAY MIND:
RESISTANCES
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You feel strange, funny, you are not like your peers appear to be. Every gay guy knows this
feeling, if he is honest. You have felt it for so long, this need for male connectedness with dad
or the father figure.

“I love you/I hate you. I need you/I resent you. I am like you/I am different. I want to be
male/how I hate males. I want your confidence/how I hate your confidence. I need to look
like you/how I hate to be like you. I need your guidance/I will go my own way. Embrace
me/drop dead, you have deserted me, stay away from me. Let me into the male world/I
am not in your male gang and never will be.”

One of our co-editors, Gary Morgan from London, made comments about his own life-strug-
gles as a result of reading the previous article (part 4) on the subject of rejectionism as fol-
lows:

“The concept of ‘rejectionism’ (which I somehow was always aware of but which I had
never known of by name), is perhaps one of the next big steps in the therapeutic process-
es of SSA healing (and perhaps healing of other emotional issues).

I say this only as an opinion. It’s based on personal perceptions felt in the last 2 – 3
years.

In my own case, I have tried to apply all the ‘methods’ of healing on the SSA journey, but
sadly, as a lone individual. Anyway, while I admit progress has been (and is) being made,
I seem to stall at the point where I move into the mainstream heterosexual way of being.
I end up feeling like an ‘asexual’.

Recently, something happened when I was in the gym I regularly attend. I went to the
window and saw on the sports field outside, a practice match of the local American foot-
ball team. (That was a game I encountered in junior high school in New York, and which I
never felt really comfortable with. Later I was also to reject the UK equivalent of that
game, rugby, when we moved back to England).

As I watched (and I felt it was good for me to watch something which had been alienating
to me before in my younger days), I noticed there was a cute little girl, maybe 3 or 4
years old amongst the players. I assumed she was a daughter of one of the players or
others on the team. As I watched, the little girl became bored and went over to a sand-pit
used for events like the long-jump etc, and started playing in the sand.

A realization struck me: That was what I had been doing in my life. I get bored with some-
thing, and go away and play in a ‘metaphorical’ sand-pit! It could be about that kind of
sport, but many other aspects of life too, particularly masculine elements of life. Like a



child, instead of getting interested in them and taking part, I wander over to my me-
taphorical sand-pit and plays games to amuse myself, letting other guys get on with activ-
ities that I found bored me… And in the process, I have been alienating myself from ‘nor-
mal’ human life. Essentially, it was ‘rejectionism’ in one of its many manifestations. I am
so glad you pointed that out. And the feelings are childish ones. It’s actually responsibili-
ty avoidance.

I never saw it as bad when young, but as time went on and I grew older, I found myself
feeling more and more unable to join in with society’s ‘normal’ group activities. I saw my-
self as different, ‘odd’ and with good excuses not to be a part of things. After all, I wasn’t
hurting anyone else, I theorized. But truth be told, I was hurting myself, and even, depriv-
ing other people of many things I could offer them.

Now I am middle aged. To be honest, the last year or two have been a succession of peri-
ods when I feel TOTAL shame at how I allowed myself to be ‘detached’ from the rest of so-
ciety. I was judging the world in my quiet way, and feeling separated from ordinary guys
doing ordinary things. I thought I could not help it, but now realize I CAN help it, I can de-
cide not to be and act that way. There are choices to be made, albeit at a subliminal level
in the mind.

So now I feel attraction to women, yes, and that’s wonderful, but at this stage in life, feel
really unfit in a way to be a married man who can meet the expectations of most women.
How sad! A younger guy has time to ‘re-learn’ his way of being. At my age it’s very late
unless an understanding woman comes along. I should have had all this orientation thera-
py stuff in my teens, or even 20‘s, when I needed it most.

Anyway, my point is, yes, you can use orientation therapy, which is actually insight thera-
py, to help those with SSA find their true emotions underneath the SSA defense mech-
anism. Then the next step is to learn how to not REJECT authentic gender feelings and
acts/values and more importantly to learn how to be ‘ourselves.”

——————————————–

When you are rejecting back, the mind gets filled with double-binds. Some even feel: “I have
always been this way”, but that is because the origins have gone and are lost in the fogs of
personal history. Nevertheless, there are clues pointing to the original drama, clues which are
visible for the trained therapist and which clients can be made aware of.

But all too often, making a person aware proves to be a rather difficult process. Why is that
so?



Why do activists deny that turmoil exists all together? Why do they say for all to hear: “I am
born perfect”? Why do they feel threatened by a licensed therapist who is trained according
to all professional standards, and yet mistrusted to the extent that radical gay-lib wants them
kicked out of their professional field (and even their own society)? Their mere existence is felt
to be insufferable. It certainly has nothing to do with the therapists themselves, because re-
search has proven that no harm comes from licensed therapists. In the review by the Ameri-
can Psychological Association in 2009 we read:

In 2009 the American Psychological Association wrote:

“We conclude that there is a scarcity of scientifically sound research on the safety of Sex-
ual Orientation Change Efforts. Early and recent research studies provide no clear indica-
tion of the prevalence of harmful outcomes among people who have undergone efforts to
change their sexual orientation or the frequency of occurrence of harm because no study
to date of adequate scientific rigour has been explicitly designed to do so. Thus, we can-
not conclude how likely it is that harm will occur from Sexual Orientation Change Efforts.”

Therefore it is something else. What?

Paragraph 11: resistances

Freud explained more than a century ago that painful feelings can be kept out of mind so
that you can yet get on with the business of life. An important mechanism is called resis-
tance. The troubling feelings are pushed out of mind, suppressed, denied, and treated as if
they were alien, not me. The mind fools itself (and soothes itself) into believing their non-exis-
tence. But the feelings still bubble and boil, leading to other, less obvious and therefore less
troubling thoughts and feelings. Perhaps troubling to others, especially if they are projected
onto them, but not to the individual; his (or her) peace of mind is, after all, the ultimate goal.

You can cover a boiling pot of water with a lid, and even hold it down, but the steam will still
leak out at the edges of the lid anyway. A small burst of steam here, another burst there, hot
and sometimes painful. You can never contain a boiling pot of water forever.

Most commonly, resistance of vital urges (which have become totally mixed up in an inner tur-
moil as we have seen) lead to a vague sadness, to a restlessness, to a subliminal rage for the
brave of heart, defying all contenders (a real live Don Quixote fighting big, and I mean BIG,
windmills). Or it can lead to an insurmountable apathy for the weak of heart to the extent
that others have nowhere to go due to a stubborn donkey response (Sancho Panza, a big fat
Spaniard on a not so big fat donkey, attending to our knight in armor, Quixote, a stark raving
mad lunatic, but so very, very macho!) Or otherwise it can lead to an understandable sense
of self-pity (our favorite drama-queen, Princess Di, sob! sob!). They bubble up everywhere.

https://www.apa.org/pi/lgbt/resources/therapeutic-response.pdf


Becoming aware or being made aware of the resistance will lift the lid of the boiling pot, caus-
ing you to look at the original drama itself. And that is a very sad experience. It is extremely
painful to see yourself, yet again, as a rejected child, or as a child who at least felt that way
(in case there was no real rejection of the kid from an objective point of view).

But the mind has a way of dealing with that threat of pain too: another layer of resistance!

You resist the fact, and the threat, that you have a resistance. It is called resistance to the
power of two: resisting the notion that you have a resistance.

Almost everyone who has adopted the gay label has adopted a resistance to the power of
two. You deny that you have a resistance in any way, therefore the therapist has nothing to
go on (or so you claim!)

“No problems here, I am right as rain. Never had problems, don’t want them either. And
keep away from me with your stupid insights. Rubbish, it is all a pile of rubbish! I was
born perfect!”

And so we see a passive resistance emerging, a safeguard against anyone opening the lid.
And under this resistance is the notion that there is no boiling pot at all. Born perfect, just as
the extremist organization National Center of Lesbian Rights proposes for all to hear. They
have even copyrighted the term, fearing that others will consider themselves perfect too. And
that is a no-no; apparently only radical lesbians are born perfect. They will sue you, if you al-
so use this term. It is trademarked. Don’t even think of it. Especially orientation therapists.
Only radical feminist lesbians are born perfect. Please remember that.

It can get worse.

Paragraph 12: resistance to the power of three

When at an early age, the parents (due to their own upbringing) are so rigid, so defiant, so au-
thoritarian, that the child’s upbringing is one hell of turmoil, then the child can reject to an ex-
tent never seen before. Deeply traumatized children express profound sadness and, if they
are resilient and have come to reject back, then society will witness some profoundly angry
young men and women.

They feel they are very entitled to bash back, to lash out, to settle the score. Only they usual-
ly don’t do this with their own parents (they fear loss of love, no matter how hard the battle),
but with anyone else who they perceive is in a power position above them. They project their
inner turmoil and need to battle it out, onto the school teacher, the first employer, the civil
servant at Town Hall, the rude waitress at the restaurant, the gardener, the insolent desk



clerk at the hotel who gave them the worst room in the building, the therapist who sits like a
weak and passive duck waiting to be shot at and who had it coming, anyone who is in a social
position in which the other guy is dependent upon the complainant.

Every waiter, every taxi-driver, every therapist, every conductor, every delivery-boy knows
the predicament. You get kicked up the butt, for what? And it creates resentment, for which
the very entitled subject takes no responsibility. The abused child thinks he/she is a victim of
the anger in the other guy, but it is an anger that he/she has unknowingly provoked.

Traumatized children traumatize their children. They bash back when they feel they are final-
ly free to do so. If you are at the receiving end, you may barely know what has hit you. You
are baffled, you may even doubt yourself, you may even apologize, you may even plead guil-
ty, anything to sooth, to regain confidence, to get the world together again. In between, how-
ever, the traumatized and traumatizing individual sees your fumbling, your awkwardness and
your sense of defeat as a sure sign of the righteousness of their cause. More often than not,
you are run over by these hostile-aggressive individuals who march around with a huge chip
on their shoulder.

And so it was with JONAH. Run over by extremists who had plotted and schemed to make
their rejectionist world-view fitting and acceptable to a judge who would naturally feel com-
passion to the player assuming the victim role. JONAH did not take a victim stance, the ex-
tremists took on that role before they even had time to.

Victim-hood is the current trump card for gay-lib extremists. Maybe not for all gay-libbers, but
it is for the extremists who are running the show at this point of time in the USA. There are no
more political debates, no more meetings and sit-ins as in the old days, but Twitter and Face-
book. Hit the enter-key, grab a bottle of beer, chill and then run. Those suckers and morons
who we lashed out to had it coming.

This is resistance to the power of three, not just a passive resistance to the idea that you may
have resistances, but active resistance. People with active resistance are out to crush, to si-
lence, to finally have it their way. To have everything their way, and their way only. These
people are formidable enemies. They then proceed to brag, gloat and boast their victories:
the angry rejectionist little boy’s finest hour. They strive to make their behaviour look socially
acceptable and as the only way to go.

The SPLC report which was published months after the JONAH trial, can be seen in that per-
spective. It is a hostile-aggressive report directed at an ignorant outside world, aimed to
make the hostile homosexual and his deeds look innocent and appealing.

In another instance, we see two lesbians who had gotten married to each other, and then su-



ing a local baker couple, for their hesitance to bake them a glorious wedding cake. The bak-
ers were staunchly religious and gay marriage was not acceptable according to their own reli-
gious beliefs. Gay marriage will, after all, take time to be accepted in society. The lesbians
called in the help of attorneys, and the bakers were forced to pay over $100,000 damages.
Fancy my feelings being so important that someone else has to pay $100,000 to sooth my re-
jectionist mind. In the Netherlands this is unheard of; in the United States it is called justice.

The little girl was hurt in her very private feelings. She felt rejected (like she felt at age three)
and now that she has grown up, (together with another rejectionist), she is determined that
‘they’ (the big, bad outside world) is going to pay! Literally. We are seeing projections. The
original drama was during early childhood, leading to a girl rejecting back. The bakers are vic-
tims of rejectionism, and the lesbians are heralded, trumpeted and glorified by all other rejec-
tionists.

Hardly anyone in gay-lib will say “ladies, aren’t you overdoing it? Could it be that you have
other issues, an internal boiling pot of rage, which steams up and causes you to hiss, snarl,
bite and scratch?”

No, they are heroes and an inspiration to all other rejectionists, thereby creating much resent-
ment in staunch religious communities, who will, of course, not identify with the “damaged”
ladies but with the unsuspecting bakers who had no clue what had hit them.

Those religious communities will now write to each other, take their measures, and see if
they can use attorneys or create state regulations to bash back, to defend themselves. Gay-
lib then sees state regulations which seemingly pop out of the sky everywhere, bang! Just
like that. And this will then feed the feelings of being a victim of a cruel and misunderstand-
ing heterosexual world. And every rejectionist will join in to lament the sorrow, and to pay
tribute to the fact that, yes indeed, those heterosexuals are as bad as we always thought.
“We knew it all along”. Yes, since the age of three.

We are facing projections, and rejectionism seems to be becoming not only the default mode
of operation in the homosexual individual but in the entire movement. That is, as long as the
rejectionists to the power of three run the show, thereby squashing the rejectionists to the
power of two, the moderate homosexuals.

This is my analysis as a former gay-lib leader in a Dutch town. We as gay-lib are making mis-
takes. We are not the victims, we are making victims. And the JONAH trial and the bakers
show how far astray we have gone. Putting other people out of business, running them out of
the country, forcing them to go bankrupt, picking on small groups with a trial to get tens of
thousands of dollars for “damages” and then forcing those groups to pay up to $450,000 at-
torney costs, which is really what the wealthy law firms, the NCLR and the SPLC, are all



about.

They can afford a loss, loaded with cash as they are, but the little non-compliant guy they are
picking on, can’t. And these activist law firms know that: it is their core business, intermin-
gling personal issues with professional work. Surely this is not emancipation, but an angry lit-
tle boy or girl who has no insight into his or her internal motives. You have the right to say:
shut up. But you do not have the right to go out there and actually physically silence some-
one, to lay your mits on him, so as his/her voice is never to be heard again, merely because
you have feelings and have emotionally coloured sunglasses on all day. JONAH never hurt a
flea. And the next victim, Richard Wyler’s group People Can Change, never did anything ei-
ther to lesbians, to gays, to minors or anything else the activists are framing them for.

We therefore need insight-giving therapy more than ever, not to become heterosexual, but to
understand what we are doing, to ourselves, to others and to society at large. We need to
move on to the third stage of emancipation, which is about transcending labels and making
peace instead of glorifying labels and making a cultural civil war.

(to be continued).

Job Berendsen, MD
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In this article we investigate how the SPLC and radical gay-lib
factions use scientific facts as weapons against JONAH, there
where these ‘facts’ turn out to be mere opinions.

 

Paragraph 13 Phony ‘scientific facts’
Pivotal to the trial of JONAH was the radical gay-lib notion that feelings of same-sex attrac-
tions can never, ever change. The judge barred all experts witnesses who stated the contrary
to come forward and state their case. Therefore, the jury was forced to accept as given, that
homosexuality is immutable. Which means that anyone with any other information was on his
way out, or rather he/she didn’t even come in. Such is the power of mainstream beliefs: they
even make it into becoming court verdicts without any further ado.

The same occurred in the assignment that the 2009 Task Force on Sexual Orientation Change
Efforts received beforehand from the American Psychological Association. They were ordered
right from the start to conclude that all therapy must be gay affirmative and that the underly-
ing “science facts” are not to be doubted:


“We see this multi-culturally competent and gay affirmative approach as grounded in an
acceptance of the following scientific facts:

Same-sex sexual attractions, behavior, and orientations per se are normal and positive
variants of human sexuality—in other words, they do not indicate either mental or devel-
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opmental disorders.”

But the point is: that so-called “scientific fact” does not exist. It is an opinion. There is no sci-
entific article, report or dissertation where we can read how scientists went about to look into
this subject and come up with this “scientific fact”. If there were such research, then it would
be interesting to know what the paradigms were, what questions were asked, who the sub-
jects were, who the researchers were, and in what way valid conclusions were drawn. What
was the train of thought?

If such a research method does indeed exist, wouldn’t it be interesting to use this new “scien-
tific” method to investigate whether other forms of sexual behavior including pedophilia, sa-
do-masochism, wife-beating, exhibitionism and strangling your sexual partner are also nor-
mal ‘variations’ of human sexuality? It must be a cinch to do so with this scientific method
which supposedly is available somewhere, thereby answering the question if pederasts, ma-
sochists, sadists and stranglers are merely normal. 

If we use this elusive but highly original piece of scientific pioneering, then we could conclude
that all problems that these persons suffer are also merely the result of, what gay-lib calls the
sexual minority stress syndrome (a term invented by activist gay psychologists to blame soci-
ety).

I demand to see and use this scientific method to publish new insights on sexology, but
where is it? 

I will probably get the Nobel Prize for Medicine if I do, and I
am looking forward to it. But in the meantime, let me not join
in the fun of labelling mainstream beliefs as a scientific fact,
thereby being a phony scientist. These phonies attribute all
personal woe to external social forces. That certainty has nev-
er been established and is a dogma which stems from the sev-
enties: anti-psychiatry, the driving force of gay-lib. In the gay
social ghetto it has become mainstream since then (see our article on the subject).

The whole 2009 report by the American Psychological Association on orientation therapy is
grounded on this “scientific fact”, but in fact it is only an opinion. And in a paranoid fear of op-
pression, we see people confusing opinion with scientific facts. Therefore the report is a
house of cards, built on a so-called scientific fact which turns out to be only a world-view
when you investigate it thoroughly.

Sexuality does not come in ‘variations’, as much as sense of hearing or eyesight do not ei-
ther. The fact that one guy has “an eye for the ladies” and another does not, doesn’t mean
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we are facing different ‘variations’ of eyesight. If one individual thinks the voices of children
at play are music to his ear, when at the same time someone else can’t stand the sound of th-
ese “brats”, that  doesn’t mean they have different ‘variations’ of hearing. The same applies
to sexuality.

Sense of hearing, eyesight and sexuality are broad human possibilities, and each and every
individual is endowed with the full scope of these gifts. The contrary has never been estab-
lished. We are dealing with opinions ventilated by people who have resistances towards the
opposite sex as we have seen in the previous article, part 5. And that is merely a temporary
human state, due to the fluidity of sexual feelings. You can learn to appreciate those brats,
you can learn to appreciate the opposite sex. These feelings are not fixed for ever more.

Paragraph 14 freedom of speech
A ban on orientation therapy is a violation of freedom of
speech. This has been stressed by orientation therapists. As
an attempt to get rid of that argument, some gay-libbers have
insisted that orientation therapy should be based on meticu-
lous scientific research. Strange that this criterium is not up-
held for Gay Affirmative Therapy which has no body of knowl-
edge to lean on at all. Gay-lib is not making a fuss about that,
it is therapy given by heterosexuals that is under attack, and they are desperately searching
for arguments to prevent people from seeing therapists who do not share their world-view.
They go further to state that science has nothing to do with freedom of speech, that scientific
facts are not a matter of opinion and that opinions have nothing to do with it. But this is a
very inappropriate view on science.

A scientific report should always consists of two elements, not one. It should consist of the re-
search which meets certain standards. But that is not all. It should also consist of explaining
the paradigms, the train of thought, the world-view which underlies the scientific question be-
ing asked, the context of the whole research process. And contexts differ, world-views differ,
and in order to express and question each other’s world-view we need freedom of speech.

Let me take an example of scientific questions which reflect
world-views: How can we tell for sure which spell the witch liv-
ing in the local forest has cast, thereby causing the failure of
our crops? Then we charge on to name seven spells and
meticulously investigate each and every one of them, in order
to find which spell actually did the trick. People have been put
to the stake, women have been burnt thanks to this kind of “s-
cientific research”. And yet we knew for sure that it was the spell which involved boiling two
frogs and using the spit of the local badger, that comes up with the highest probability figure:
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95.4% certainty. The scientists used statistics, they used field research on frogs and badgers
(and goats, bulls and thistles to go with it), they did their job. That is science, and that is rub-
bish.

Why is that rubbish? After all, they did the maths, they did the field
research, and the results were peer-reviewed. And a very, very im-
portant man signed the document, a highly distinguished spokes-
man on agricultural affairs, he even wrote twenty pages on his im-
portance when he published the results, not to mention the two
awards he got last year from very important institutes. These insti-
tutes have discredited the use of frogs and badgers, and they all
use copy and paste to discredit the practice of using frogs and bad-
gers as public statements. These institutes are not to be taken light-
ly. Surely we now know what to look for when it comes to improving
crop yields!

There is something very wrong in these “scientific facts”. A scientific report should not only
consist of the maths and the conclusions, but should also account for the pre-scientific stance
that the researchers took before charging ahead. Every researcher has a pre-scientific
stance, notion, view; every researcher takes things for granted and may even not be aware
of the fact that he/she has a pre-scientific stance. There is nothing wrong with having these
stances, to the contrary, everyone has them. But to make the scientific report acceptable,
they should be named first and then accounted for. To that end, we need freedom of speech.

What if anyone doubting that very distinguished gentleman and those very important insti-
tutes were beforehand to be considered a menace to society, a potential threat to agricul-
ture, a heretic who may very well be scheming and colluding with the witch at hand, perhaps
a wizard even with evil tricks of his own? After all, he expressed his doubts, so he is clearly
not on our side. And that must have consequences: all those who doubt important institutes
are a menace to society, to welfare, to the food supply, therefore they have blood on their
hands due to the starvation of the ten families we witnessed last year. Well not quite wit-
nessed, but there was rumour from all around. So yes, we must assume that families have
suffered, probably even have died. There are sufficient people who agree.

Freedom of speech is necessary, even if it is against overwhelming odds, against mainstream
beliefs and against activist bullies. An activist bully by the name of Dr Lee Beckstead wrote
twenty pages on his own importance when he sent a so-called “scientific expert account” to
the judge at the trial of JONAH. He reiterated that several important, very important professio-
nal organizations shared his view on witches, oops a typo, I meant orientation therapists. And
he knew for sure that these therapists were up to no good. Everyone knows that, it has be-
come mainstream belief.



And the judge then read his “scientific” report, took a pre-judi-
cial stance, and declared beforehand that these cultural heret-
ics were not allowed to speak in court. The world had suffered
enough.

There is something very wrong with this judge, with gay bullies who pose as scientists, and
with the way that many onlookers just take a back seat to view the spectacle of it all, eating
popcorn as JONAH is put on trial, and subsequently burnt at the stake.

(to be continued)

Job Berendsen MD
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In a report published in May 2016 Southern Poverty Law Cen-
ter attorney Martin Potok tries to give an account of the JON-
AH trial, using the opportunity to justify the SPLC cause in so-
ciety. He can do so only by twisting and turning the informa-
tion, changing it into disinformation. In this article we will
look closely at what the SPLC has to say on their first page,
the page which sets the scene for more disinformation in the
rest of the report. At the end of this article, we have a propos-
al to end the ban on therapy nonsense in congress.

The title of their report is

“QUACKS”.

The subtitle reads:

“Conversion Therapists, the Anti-LGBT Right, and the Demonization of Homosexuality”

Page 1 starts off with a few leading questions:

“Will standing in a circle of naked men deep in the woods turn gay men straight? Is dis-
robing in front of a mirror alone with your therapist and then touching “your masculinity”
a cure for homosexuality? Does beating a pillow representing your mother really help de-
velop “healthy” relationships with other men?”

We need to look into each and every one of these allegations, and see what they are really
worth:

1 – “Quacks”. What a one-liner to start off an account of what went on at the JONAH trial! Let

PART 7, SPLC AGAINST JONAH: DEBUNKING
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me replace this offensive remark with a starting description of
the local Indian descendants, the Native American Paiute
Tribe, who inhabit Las Vegas: “The Savages at Las Vegas”. I
would get myself arrested with an opening remark like that. I
would be accused of hate speech, and rightfully so.

2 – “Conversion Therapists”. JONAH is not into conversion therapy and has stated that again
and again (see our article part 2: an eye-witness account). Even though JONAH contradicted
the statement, the extremists repeat the phrase nevertheless. We witness a never-ending
pounding on the battle drum when it comes to dealing with those who defy gay-lib. It surpass-
es all rationality, and we may safely conclude that extremists suffer from a cognitive disor-
der: it just does not compute. You can talk until you are blue in the face; they will reiterate
their stance anyhow. This is not normal. This is resistance to the power of three (see our arti-
cle part 5: resistances).

3 – “Anti-LGBT”. Do you mean anti-LGBT labels or anti-LGBT people? When it comes to labels,
a lot of people are against using labels, boxing people, calling names and inciting self-stigma-
tization. Nothing wrong with that. Or do you mean anti-LGBT people, which is discriminating.
Notice how the SPLC leaves this vague, therefore inciting the crowds to believe that JONAH is
against people. That is exactly what Hitler said about the Jews: “They are against you, my
beloved people, the Aryan nation. And I will stand up for you”. It is rejectionism, and this is
projected on the other guy (projection nr. 1).

4 – “The Right”. JONAH is not into being political, neither is orientation therapy. Same-sex at-
tractions after all are not a left-wing or right-wing affair. This is a projection of the SPLC agen-
da. They are the ones who are political, and they project this onto the other, making it sound
as if it is his agenda (projection nr. 2). Thereby an appropriate left-wing reaction is necessary.
The reader is manipulated and JONAH is made to look like a political opponent.

The SPLC has received much criticism for its left-wing extremist bias; on their website they
try to rebuke it.

5 – “Demonization”. If you read the SPLC report you will in-
deed see demonization. But it is one, perpetrated by the
SPLC. Nowhere do you see “demonization” in the accounts by
JONAH members during the trial as recorded in the SPLC re-
port, neither in the eye-witness account (see our Part 2). JON-
AH is dealing with same-sex attractions which are accepted
as given, and is using ways to deal with the underlying iden-
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tification issues. It has nothing to do with criticizing gays, lesbians, bisexuals or transsexuals.

JONAH is not into transsexuals, it is not their issue. It acknowledges bisexuality in the sense
that you can have same-sex and opposite-sex attractions during the same life. And it recog-
nizes persons having to all sorts of extents homosexual feelings. Therefore JONAH is not an-
ti-LGBT.

The issue at hand is the gay lifestyle; the issue is whether or not you resist politically correct
social pressure to let some homosexual feelings that you may have, define your entire person
and all that you wish to fulfil in life. Experiencing same-sex attractions in a given point in your
life does not necessarily mean you are hence compelled to adopt a gay label and gay lifestyle
for ever more. You can if you want to, but you do not necessarily have to. You can investigate
those feelings, and see where that leads to with an open mind.

People have the right to uphold that opinion in their very own private life without outside in-
terference and coercion. JONAH is not into megaphoning its view on life, and is not a missio-
nary movement with goals to eradicate certain stances in society before a given date. It is
gay-lib, with its Bornperfect campaign, that aims to remove all orientation therapy from the
face of the earth before 2019 by means of litigation and political activism aimed at politi-
cians. Gay-lib is into politics. It is not the other way around.

Sexuality is fluid, and many left-wing people recognize that fact. Homosexual feelings are not
fixed; they can and often do change over time. There is abundant scientific research to subs-
tantiate this, as Laura will explain in the next article. Gay-lib is the one doing the demonizing
(projection nr. 3), not JONAH.

————–

Let us see how licensed therapists are demonized as the report continues on page 1 with the
following statements:

“This is a report about junk science and some of the people who propagate it. It is not
about silly, perhaps amusing theories about ESP or life on the moon or even purported
miracle cures for cancer. The “science” examined here actively harms people, leading
with grim regularity to suicide, depression and an array of self-destructive behaviors. It
demeans, defames and defrauds human beings, typically at their most vulnerable mo-
ments.

And, as if that weren’t enough, it regularly lays the blame for the alleged malady of homo-
sexuality at the feet of gay people’s parents, despite the fact that they are wholly inno-
cent.

http://www.nclrights.org/our-work/bornperfect/


The men and women who people this industry — known as “conversion,” “reparative” or
“ex-gay” therapists — are like modern-day phrenologists, the “experts” beloved by the
Nazis who thought they could identify inferior human beings by measuring their subjects’
skulls. They employ theories that have been thoroughly debunked by virtually all rele-
vant medical associations. They cite bizarre studies that were shot down decades ago as
key documents. They use techniques that were described in court by one expert as
“worse than snake oil.” They are quacks.”

————–

If this isn’t demonization, what is?

For the record we will now scrutinize each and every piece of disinformation presented by the
SPLC to the American people:

6 – “junk science”. This strange term was introduced by activist Wayne Besen on his website
Truth Wins Out. Laura Haynes PhD, psychologist and member of the American Psychological
Association, will demonstrate all the scientific reports, reviews and articles which underlie the
insights of orientation therapy in the next part of this series. The articles that she refers to,
are of a recent date, many of which were written by homosexuals and lesbians themselves.
They are not out-dated nor bizarre, but we will leave that up to Laura to demonstrate. For
now let us focus on the tactics that radical gay-lib uses to win the hearts of people. The SPLC
seeks to tap into specifically the irrational mind-frame of its readers.

On his website, Truth Wins Out, Besen claims that so-called LGBT science is the way to go. In-
terested as I am, I clicked on it to read all the scientific articles. Besen writes:

“Our project will examine questions, such as:

– Is there a biological basis for sexual orientation and gender identity?

– What do the experts say about efforts to change one’s sexual orientation?

– What are the ethical concerns surrounding this issue?

Such research is still in its infancy and there is an enormous amount we still don’t know.”

In its infancy? Did you say infancy? When Albert Einstein was in his infancy, his Nobel prize-
winning equation on the Law of General Relativity sounded like this: oogoo, dadda, babba.

And that is about all we can read on Besen’s infamous website on the subject of science.

http://www.lgbtscience.org/


Where are all the articles, Wayne? The only thing you’ve got is a slogan, LGBT. But the sci-
ence, Wayne!

(Note how he has dropped the Q of Questioning in the slogan LGBTQ; extremists don’t like
people who are Questioning their same-sex attractions. A small detail, but in my view as
former gay activist leader a significant one. The more Q you are, the more open minded you
will be towards orientation therapy, the more you can bear your boat to be rocked and the
more you will ultimately profit from it, instead of being incessantly paranoid. And profit I did: I
now consider myself heterosexual ).

Besen, who has no academic credentials, honestly admits there is an enormous amount he
does not know. Laura will fill us in next time with what we do know, and which Besen appar-
ently refuses to know. There is absolutely nothing there on his site, but as usual he gives his
clients the reassurance that the results are very promising and sure to come. In the mean-
time he charges on to label his personal and unsubstantiated paranoid prejudices as a truth
that will win out. His reference to junk science is therefore a projection, nr. 4. And as an ac-
tivist, he rallies people to the cause.

His 2003 book “Anything but straight” is clearly heterophobic. How heterophobic can you get
with a title like that? Fancy my writing a book called “Anything but black”. If that is not ra-
cism, what is? It is therefore safe to say that radical gay-lib equals heterophobia. This phobia
is then projected onto licensed therapists to clear one’s own conscience, projection nr. 5.

– 7. “Some of the people who propagate it”. In the SPLC report there is no distinction be-
tween qualified psychotherapists who meet all professional qualifications on the one hand,
and people on the other hand who (in the past), as lay people, used a variety of methods
they thought would help relieve the confusion of people with unwanted same-sex attractions.

Professional psychotherapy has come a long way in the past twenty years, starting with the
ground-breaking accounts written by Joseph and Linda Ames Nicolosi. They went on to meticu-
lously study hundreds of people with unwanted same-sex attractions and to write down each
and every sentence the clients pronounced. In doing so, they laid the foundation of the third
emancipation wave, transcending labels instead of affirming them on the one hand or de-
nouncing them on the other. It will take time before the third wave is recognized for what it
is, and before it takes on.

The activists call orientation therapy “an industry”. What these self-centred individuals fail to
see is that homosexuals only constitute less than 3% of the population, and an even smaller
amount wish to look into their hangups. No psychologist or marriage counsellor will go
bankrupt if less than 3% of his/her clients fail to see  him again. Homosexual clients are no
big deal money-wise. There are enough divorces,  gay or otherwise, to compensate the loss.



(30% of Dutch gay marriages end in divorce by the way. Keep the money rolling!)

8 – “actively harms people, leading with grim regularity to suicide, depression and an array of
self-destructive behaviors”. There are no accounts, grim or otherwise, of evidence, criminal
records, police reports, yearly papers from coroners’ offices, suicide prevention organizations
or mental health institutes, to substantiate this claim in any way. Such a police investigation
should be a cinch especially if you know that all this is done
actively. The evidence must be sprawled around, waiting to
be picked up by any old detective, due to the alleged regulari-
ty. Where did Sherlock Holmes go? And where is Watson?
What is up with these guys in our hour of need?

You cannot defend yourself against it because there is no evidence to which you can relate.
The allegation is therefore clearly fraudulent. On his radio programme ‘The Wayne Besen
Show’, he accuses JONAH of being fraudulent. The only fraudulence I can see at this moment
is radical gay-lib, projection nr. 6.

9 – “it defames human beings”. We fail to see how objecting to radical gay-lib ideology and
anti-psychiatry defames human beings. There is nothing wrong with good old regular psychia-
try and psychology, that is looking into your desires, behaviors and personal history. Having
sexual feelings for the own sex is worth looking into, but same-sex attractions are not an end
in themself. And we fail to see how this private investigation, this journey into your full scope
of sexual and social possibilities defames anyone else.

The only defaming we actually witness is the way in which these activists speak of others. Sa-
mantha Ames of the National Center for Lesbian Rights for example says of Joseph Nicolosi in
her press statements: “he has blood on his hands”. A disturbing and outrageous remark. Who
is defaming human beings? Projection nr. 7.

10 – “lays the blame for the alleged malady of homosexuality at the feet of gay people’s par-
ents”. No-one is using the phrase “malady”, “disease” or “cure” than these gay-libbers them-
selves. They then put this phrase in the other person’s mouth. JONAH does not speak of mal-
ady or disease. Neither do psychotherapists. There is no evidence to substantiate the allega-
tion.

Psychotherapists deal with the issue at hand as presented by the client. And all professional
standards point in one direction: to accept the client and his wishes as he/she expresses
them. Licensed therapists accept their clients unconditionally. It is a pity that gay-lib ex-
tremists do not accept all people who they encounter, specifically people who experience



their same-sex attractions as unwanted. They sue them into oblivion as they have done with
JONAH for defying ideology or actually leaving the gay ranks.

11 – Licensed psychotherapists do not “blame parents”. They are not interested in parents. It
is not a forensic examination. They are only interested in the way the client has experienced
the parents, whether that is in accordance with the way it really went or not. Perhaps it did
not go that way, but that is not the piont. Therapists do not fatigue themselves in policing
people outside of the room. It is not of immediate concern to the therapy goals.

It is only the feelings and the emotional consequences of perceived events of the client that
they are interested in. The statement of the SPLC clearly demonstrates that the editor, SPLC
attorney Martin Potok, has no idea of what psychotherapy is all about. The SPLC spreads igno-
rant prejudices and blatant lies.

The Southern Poverty Law Center (SPLC) is a megalithic organization with a $350 million dol-
lar war chest. Since it has the means to hire a multitude of attorneys and any other consul-
tants it wishes, one can be rather sure this report represents the best the SPLC has to offer.
The high powered lawyers and professionals who work for the SPLC do know the difference
between licensed and unlicensed and do know what they are doing when they use this decep-
tive practice.

The report finds and fills their pages with the most sensational outlying practices, giving the
impression that they characterize all lay efforts. It thus falsely appears that licensed professio-
nal therapists, if not lay counselors as well, are engaging in activities that they are not engag-
ing in, and this practice of the SPLC is deceptive. It is done by anti-change therapy activists
with regularity. The SPLC report uses methods people expect from lawyers, political activists,
and the Enquirer, and it contrasts, for example, with the sorts of statements one would hope
for from professional licensed mental health professionals and researchers when they report
results of research that meets scientific standards.

12 – “Will standing in a circle of naked men deep in the woods turn gay men straight?” No, it
will not. Any fool can see that. In this way JONAH is made to look like fools. JONAH did not in-
vite the plaintiffs to come to woods and stand naked in a circle. The SPLC is clearly hoping to
tap into the taboo that exists under many in the USA on nakedness.

The USA is a very prudish and religious society compared to Europe and Holland in particular,
and the idea that your son stands naked in front of others can cause dismay with many Ameri-
can people. That is why the SPLC uses this alleged incident, totally out of any context: to
incite outrage. Bingo, we nail them, so is the thought of the editor. This seems to be all about
creating an irrational mind-frame for the reader of the report.



13 – “Is disrobing in front of a mirror…”

Someone is pretty focused on nude guys, and it is not me.

14 – Does beating a pillow representing your mother really help develop “healthy” relation-
ships with other men?

No, it doesn’t. No-one said so either. This is a normal technique used in a great array of regu-
lar psychological therapy forms, such as Bodywork, Psycho-drama, Bio-Energetics and Gestalt
Therapy to name a few. By the looks of it, it is aiming at mom-issues, not at dad- or male
peer-issues. Martin Potok has no idea what he is talking about. The mentioned therapist is
clearly dealing with feelings about the female world (squaw camp), and not the male world
(warrior camp), feelings which are apparently an issue for the vulnerable client, a client who
presumably does not want to be spied upon by Martin Potok and publicly shamed and
ridiculed without his consent.

On his website, Besen writes:

“Our goal is to bring greater scientific understanding to this topic and ensure that critical
research is not twisted or distorted for political gain.”

Hostile-aggressive people do everything they can to look innocent and like a victim. So now
he insinuates that orientation therapists distort research, and that they are into political gain.
Laura will deal with this in the next instalment. Yet another projection, nr. 8.

When it comes to cherry-picking items from second hand information you have heard about
therapy, you can always ridicule any therapy or counselling you dislike.

15 – On his radio show, Besen invited Potok to come and promote his
new report. Besen feigned to be an objective journalist merely asking
questions. Little did the listeners know that it was Besen himself who
had contacted the SPLC in the first place on this issue (according to
his website) and that Besen had been off to Alabama on three occa-
sions to inform the attorneys what his goals, strategy, rhetoric and
plans were. He also gave them his version of information on orienta-
tion therapy. Talk of fraudulent practices on the radio! Projection nr. 9.

This is what Potok had to say about the JONAH trial on the radio:

https://www.truthwinsout.org/uncategorized/2016/06/40868/
https://www.truthwinsout.org/uncategorized/2016/06/40868/


At time 9m:15sec:

“It is an interesting case. We didn’t ask for any damages at all. We simply asked for the costs
of the therapy to be repaid to our clients: $72,400. It wasn’t a multi-million case, designed to
send all those people into bankruptcy.

It was really a kind of case meant to show the world what these people are really all about.

But JONAH did end up shutting down. That was part of the final settlement. They had to pay
lawyers’ fees in addition to that award and they also agreed to shut down, and the principals
of JONAH further agreed never ever to become, or to adopt any kind of leadership position in
other so-called ex-gay organizations and not to rejoin them in any way.”

In the Netherlands, we call this a show trial, a criminal offence if perpetrated. We have gotten
all the International Courts here in The Hague due to our relentless self-criticism. It is the
Dutch way and by our standards, the JONAH trial is biased and fixed beforehand due to the
judge and the SPLC handouts which he refused to question. The trial is not really meant to
prosecute the people at hand and give them a fair chance of defending themselves; the trial
is meant as a show case for the external world to intimidate others into the perceived desir-
able behavior. Potok says it himself. Or as Besen says on his website: to have “a chilling effec-
t”. The reign of terror.

And the gentlemen are not done yet. Potok continues on to say the following:

“At the end of the day, we are going to see the end of this practice in our lifetime. There
is now a bill at congress that would ban reparative therapy for all age groups in the fu-
ture.”

The bill entails to

-prohibit sexual orientation or gender identity conversion therapy from being provided in
exchange for monetary compensation.

-to bar advertisements for such therapy that claim to:

(1) change an individual’s sexual orientation or gender identity,

https://www.truthwinsout.org/uncategorized/2016/06/40868/
https://www.congress.gov/bill/114th-congress/house-bill/2450


(2) eliminate or reduce sexual or romantic attractions or feelings toward individuals of
the same gender, or

(3) be harmless or without risk.

Note how the activist congressmen have no trouble with eliminating or reducing sexual or ro-
mantic feelings towards individuals of the opposite sex! This is an official license for Gay Affir-
mative Therapy to continue its efforts to reduce all heterosexual feelings in their clients.
Therefore a bisexual in therapy can only move to the gay end of the Sexual Orientation Scale,
although he/she has both possibilities in him/herself.

Even GAT therapists, by the way, are not allowed to discuss heterosexual feelings any more,
lest those feelings become stronger and you therefore are breaking the law! So GAT is being
forced into becoming a one-way street to the darkroom, where many will contract H.I.V. You
will be sent to the darkroom gallows. How harmless and without risk is a darkroom, there
where 50% of all young people being initiated into the gay lifestyle will inevitably contract
H.I.V. and hepatitis C according to the CDC? Is it also against the law to say that GAT in this
era of H.I.V. is harmless and without risk? Not if you read the proposed congress bill.

In other words

-you are not allowed to diminish same-sex attractions even if that is your personal goal in
life as an adult and you pay for it out of your own pocket,

-you are not allowed to mention the mechanisms of sexual fluidity, even though all profes-
sional organizations recognize those facts

-you are not allowed to seek marital therapy in order to start loving your wife again if you
have had homosexual contacts,

-you are not allowed to say that there is no scientific proof of harm, although the Ameri-
can Psychiatric Association has issued that very statement.

-you will follow Wayne Besen’s world-view on your private life or you will be criminalized

In a show trial, the SPLC made an example of JONAH, and now with this report they publish
this warning for all to see and take heed.

What went on in the trial?

With JONAH we see that unsuspecting individuals who are minding their own business within



their own community,

-had under the threat of total bankruptcy to pay hundreds of thousands of dollars of lawy-
er fees,

-had to shut down their internet website for ever more,

-had to refrain from leading other groups in the USA on any issue except accepting the
gay label and going down into the darkroom, your ultimate destiny if you have any homo-
sexual feelings in any way.

-had to refrain from referring anyone to an orientation therapist. The latter must be isolat-
ed and marginalized, the Untouchables like in India, the lowest cast in American society
with its slogan ‘Equality For All’.

By American law, this violates

-freedom of expression (for example on the internet and in pamphlets),

-freedom of religion (for example being Jewish),

-freedom of speech (for example to resist gay-lib ideology),

-freedom of thought (for example to contemplate not acting on some sexual desires),

-freedom of gathering (in the alleged woods or at other places) and

-freedom from coercion in your very private life (for example to indulge in heterosexual
behavior if you so desire).

In short your freedom to be heard and seen ever again. Your public appearance and your pri-
vate life are under scrutiny under a never-ending threat of bankruptcy.

Military exercise

The ban on reparative therapy for specifically minors was really only a military exercise, lett-
ing the American people get used to the unheard notion of micro-managing psychologists
and psychiatrists. The real aim of this criminalization of opposite thought is to enforce the
bipolar vision on sexuality (you are either forever straight or forever gay), to end the idea of
sexual fluidity which is catching on, to end the publication and dissemination of reports that
prove you are not born gay, to end all research into sexual fluidity by calling it unethical, and



to marginalize anyone who dares speak of it in public or within the professional realm.

Precedent

This is truly homosexism, and it is equally despicable as heterosexism. If psychiatrists and
therapists can be managed in this way, then the road for enforcing and coercing more politi-
cal correctness in therapy on a great many other issues has been opened for a new genera-
tion of politicians and the administration. Therapists must look over their shoulder after each
election, and see what ‘harm‘ has now been sold and marketed to politicians as an excuse.
Therapy is becoming the bouncing ball, the yo-yo of politics. And this precedent may very
well become standard practice.

It will not be a discussion out in a free society any more. Professional autonomy will have to
make room for a professional marionette theatre in the best Soviet tradition, a restrictive soci-
ety that went down not so long ago.

A perspective for the future

We must move forward. In the third emancipation phase we must learn to transcend labels,
to stop stigmatizing each other and to deal with the problems or desires you deeply have,
and to look into your personal history as an asset. We must learn to let go of labels and move
on from there, instead of petrifying them into law for ever more, leaving dissidents nowhere
to go except to the Gulag.

In the meantime:

An amendment to the ban proposal

I have a plan. Its simplicity has a quality of beauty. It will mean the end of the proposal. Con-
gressmen want to protect same-sex attractions from diminishment. If you can’t beat them,
join them. I propose you add two words to the proposal and leave it at that.

If I were in American parliament, I would propose that you expand the term “same-sex attrac-
tions” to “opposite and same-sex attractions”. Why? Because we want Equality For All. After
all, that is the gay-lib slogan, so let us agree. Equality for all. We can’t be unfair and one-sid-
ed now, when dealing with vulnerable, vulnerable youths, can we?

So the congress bill will now read:

“The bill entails to



-prohibit any form of sexual fluidity therapy from being provided in exchange for mone-
tary compensation.

-to bar advertisements for such therapy that claim to:

(1) change an individual’s sexual orientation or sexual identity from gay to straight or
vice versa, or gender identity,

(2) eliminate or reduce sexual or romantic attractions or feelings toward individuals of
the same or opposite gender, or

(3) be harmless or without risk.”

This bill means that one cannot assist movement any more on the 7-point Kinsey Sexual Ori-
entation Scale. If one budges just one point on the scale towards heterosexuality, then same--
sex attractions are diminished. Hence a crime is perpetrated. That is the current bill. But after
the amendment, if a youngster has had some sexual or romantic affairs with the opposite sex
and then “comes out” full-blown gay after seeing a Gay Affirmative Therapist, then the oppo-
site-sex attractions and romantic feelings have clearly been ‘damaged’. Therefore the GAT
therapist also loses his license, just like reparative therapists are doing in a few states. The
GAT therapist must also state how harmful his therapy is, and others can police him on that is-
sue, just like the National Center For Lesbian Rights as we speak is policing the bill in several
states when it comes to heterosexual therapists.  GAT therapists can no longer afford to be
vague on this issue of harm, or in denial. It is the law.

There is even more. When a male individual sees a GAT therapist and says the following
about transgenderism during the intake: “Well, I am a man now, I suppose , but I am having
increasing doubts about it”. Bang! From that moment on, the GAT therapist is not allowed to
assist him into changing his gender into female. It is against the law, and the GAT therapist
must lose his license, even just for being prepared to help him change his gender. It is legisla-
tion. The only person that a GAT therapist can see on this issue, is one who knows absolutely
for  sure that he/she has his/her gender of choice. All else means change, a criminal offence.

It will force them to see the reality of their move if perpetrated the other way around.

We must also protect opposite-sex attractions in these times of pornography abundancy for
youths at a far too early age on their tablet and smartphone, and the dilution of gender identi-
ty, so you insist. Remember the magic words ‘Equality For All’. Put on your sissiest smile and
use your most innocent apparel when demanding attention for the sexual development of the
next generation. You do not oppose the proposal, you just expand it to do justice to all fellow
Americans in an equal way. If the Democratic Party opposes this very small amendment, then



you can expose the fact that they are not pursuing Equality For All. We must remember, so
you state, that there are also countless heterosexual youths in confusion about their sexual
feelings, youths who need guidance in their insecurities, in light of so many divorces and one
parent families. In short, their feelings need to be protected in advance.

Do not pursue this in a separate bill, giving extremists the chance to see this as a separate is-
sue, or as an anti-LGBT-move and take a victim stance. Insist that the entire issue goes to
congress just once in a comprehensive way, in order to do justice to “Equality for All”. Re-
member that intervention in professional autonomy is a serious affair, and if carried out, then
it must be done in an all-inclusive fashion.

(to be continued)

Job Berendsen MD
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In Parts 8, 9 and 10 of our series on the trial of the Southern
Poverty Law Center against the non-profit organization JONAH,
we publish a review by Laura Haynes,PhD, California Licensed
psychotherapist, of all scientific facts that prove how sexual
feelings and gender dysphoria can change, and that more of-
ten than not, sexual fluidity is the norm, not the exception. At
the end is a comprehensive overview of the scientific refer-
ences.

“Sexual orientation and gender dysphoria are not resistant to change; in fact, they ordinarily
change”.

The American Psychological Association officially recognizes sexual fluidity or change. There
is abundant, excellent research—including twin, cohort, and nationally representative sam-
ples, including two longitudinal studies of four waves each, including tens of thousands of sub-
jects—that shows that sexual orientation ordinarily shifts.

This research has now established that sexual orientation—including attraction, behavior, and
identity self-label—all three—is fluid for both adolescents and adults and for both genders,
and exceptions for LGBQ individuals are a minority  (per research reviews by Diamond 2013
and by Whitehead & Whitehead 2013, Ch. 12).

In addition, the American Psychiatric Association officially recognizes that gender identity ordi-
narily fluctuates in minors (DSM-5, p. 456). (One may note the stark contrast between these
findings and the potential for one’s race to be fluid or fluctuate during adolescence or adult-
hood.)

The APA Handbook on Sexuality and Psychology (APA Handbook) confirms that sexual orienta-
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tion changes. It states

“research on sexual minorities has long documented that many recall having undergone
notable shifts in their patterns of sexual attractions, behaviors, or identities over time”
(p. 636). “

Hence, we can no longer conclude that men’s sexuality would be rigid and categorical,
whereas only women’s sexuality would be variable and fluid” (p. 645).

It has been known since the first representative sample study on sex in America in 1994 (Lau-
mann et al) that non-heterosexuality is fluid.

Sexual fluidity has not been a secret. That study was widely ac-
claimed as a landmark study and is cited with high regard by
researchers to this day. Yet activist organizations like the SPLC
have perpetuated the myth that sexual attraction is im-
mutable. It has been a key part of their playbook. Now that
fluidity of sexuality is, nevertheless, becoming better publi-
cized, the SPLC continues to promote that message, only de-
ceptively through the mouths of others whom it quotes.

Dr. Lisa Diamond, who is Professor of Psychology and Gender Studies at the University of
Utah, co-editor-in-chief of the APA Handbook of Sexuality and Psychology (Tolman & Dia-
mond, 2014, published by the American Psychological Association), and a self-avowed lesbian
who cannot be dismissed as biased toward change therapy, reviewed fluidity research in a
lecture to an LGBT audience at Cornell University (available on you-tube 2013). Diamond said
near the end,

“I feel as a community, the queers have to stop saying, ‘Please help us. We’re born this
way, and we can’t change’ as an argument for legal standing. I don’t think we need that
argument, and that argument is going to bite us in the ass, because now we know that
there’s enough data out there, that the other side is aware of as much as we are aware
of it.” In other words, Dr. Diamond says, “Stop saying ‘born that way and can’t change’
for political purposes, because the other side knows it’s not true as much as we do.”

One non-representative study of non-heterosexual adults found, unsurprisingly, that the ma-
jority reported they had experienced sexual attraction fluidity, some of them more than once.
What was interesting was that the minority who had not experienced sexual attraction fluidi-
ty themselves more often believed sexual orientation is not changeable for all non-heterosex-
uals (Katz-Wise and Hyde 2014) contrary to what was actually the case in their sample and in
broader research (Diamond 2013). Many of the testimonies spot-lighted in the SPLC report
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were by individuals who, like individuals in this study, said they had not experienced sexual
attraction change and believed no one else experienced it either.

In the case of Alan Chambers, the former president of Exodus International, his view also was
contrary to actual research specific to his group. There is a prospective longitudinal study on
religiously mediated sexual orientation change efforts that was conducted with individuals
who were participating in some programs of member organizations of Exodus. It has been
published in a book and a peer reviewed journal (Jones & Yarhouse 2007, Jones & Yarhouse
2011).

It showed that some diminished their same-sex attractions, some also developed heterosexu-
al attractions, and some did not change. Out of all the subjects in the sample, there was one
who reported change and later said he did not change. When Chambers took a position gener-
alizing from his own experience about the supposed experience of all other members, he was
wrong. Members of the organization correctly disagreed with Chambers, left him, and formed
their own new organizations, effectively closing him down within a year of his taking his erro-
neous stand.

According to the APA Handbook of Sexuality and Psychology, the majority of individuals who
experience same-sex attraction (SSA) also already experience opposite-sex attraction (OSA)
(Diamond 2013, 2014). This is one of the phenomena for which we have the most data (Dia-
mond 2013). The APA Handbook also reports that more recent studies with better sampling
methods show sexual attraction varies for men as well as women over time, so that

“we can no longer conclude that men’s sexuality is rigid and categorical, whereas wom-
en’s sexuality is variable and fluid” (Diamond 2014).

The APA Handbook reviewed early non-representative longitudinal studies showing 20 per-
cent of subjects changed sexual attraction, fantasy, and behavior in 18 months and two-
thirds experienced change in sexual attraction in 5 years (Diamond, 2014, p. 637). Changes
were one or more points on the Kinsey scale. The Kinsey scale can be used to rate sexual at-
traction, behavior, or other factors from 0 (zero) representing exclusively opposite sex to 6
representing exclusive same sex. A change of one or more Kinsey points can enable some in-
dividuals to enjoy a heterosexual relationship and not act on same-sex attractions, thereby
changing their life according to their wishes.
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The Kinsey Sexual Orientation Scale

Change can be significant and meaningful for some individuals without being change to exclu-
sively opposite sex attraction. In fact, a change of one or more Kinsey points that enables
some individuals to enjoy one, but not all, members of the opposite sex is sufficient for some
individuals to become able to live the life they desire. For those individuals who are already
mostly opposite-sex attracted, a change of one or more Kinsey points does equate to a
Kinsey score of 0, or a change to exclusive opposite-sex attraction, complete change.

Further, most same-sex attracted individuals are Kinsey 1’s. They are mostly opposite sex-at-
tracted (OSA). These mostly OSA individuals are greater in number than all other individuals
who experience other degrees of SSA combined (Diamond 2013). The APA Handbook says,

“Yet, according to the existing data available from representative studies, heterosexually
identified individuals with periodic same-sex attractions and fantasies are more numer-
ous than lesbian, gay, and bisexual individuals,” and regarding them, “it is critically im-
portant for clinicians…to allow individuals to determine for themselves the role of same--
sex sexuality in their lives and identity” (Kleinplatz & Diamond, 2014, p. 257).

In Diamond’s lecture at Cornell, she reported that the majority of mostly OSA individuals un-
dergo a complete transformation toward exclusive OSA (Diamond 2013). Therapy that is
open to change is more congruent with the sexual orientation of most same-sex attracted in-
dividuals than is gay-affirmative therapy, so it should be successful for some, and how dan-
gerous can it be? Some want to protect their heterosexual relationship and their family by di-
minishing same-sex attraction that may lead to occasional same-sex behavior.  Should they
be able to get that help? Yes, they should.

Gay researcher, Savin-Williams, and his colleagues published findings from research that fol-
lowed adolescent sexual attraction over time. They found that a full 98% of 16 and 17 year
old adolescents move from exclusive same-sex attraction (SSA) and both sex attraction to-



wards exclusive opposite-sex attraction (OSA) in one year. 75% of those with exclusive SSA
change to exclusive OSA. Change toward exclusive OSA occurred over 25 times more often
than change in the reverse direction. A similar shift occurs between ages 17 and 22. Therapy
that is open to change is far more congruent with adolescent sexual attraction development
than is gay-affirmative therapy. So it should be successful for some, and we ask yet againg
how dangerous can it be? (Savin-Williams & Ream, 2007; Savin-Williams, Joyner, and Rieger,
2012; see analysis of these studies in Whitehead & Whitehead 2013, Ch.12, pp. 231-235).

The SPLC report did not focus on TGNC individuals, some of whom desire therapy that is open
to change. According to the American Psychiatric Association’s Diagnostic and Statistical Man-
ual, Fifth Edition (DSM-5), as many as 70 to 98% of gender dysphoric boys and as many as 50
to 88% of gender dysphoric girls eventually accept their chromosomal sex (calculated from
DSM-5, p. 455). Therapy that is open to change is more congruent with gender dysphoria de-
velopment of minors than transgender affirmative therapy, so it should be successful for
some, and again once more, how dangerous can it be?”

Laura Haynes, PhD

(to be continued)

 

—————-
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In part 9 of our series on the trial of the Southern Poverty Law
Center against the small non-profit organization JONAH, Laura
Haynes, PhD, looks into the question whether the psychody-
namic approach has been debunked as the SPLC claims in its
report of May 2016; she will also demonstrate the scientific
evidence that psychotherapy works, and she analyzes the
heavily marketed ‘harm’ issue, proving that there is no sound scientific basis for the dissemi-
nation of the extremists’ hysterical rumors.

1. Childhood abuse can contribute to same-sex attractions

Laura Haynes, PhD

Have theories of sexual abuse and psychodynamics as factors in the origins of same-sex at-
tractions origins been debunked?

The matter of whether sexuality can be an outcome of childhood trauma is not as settled as
the SPLC and some organizations would like everyone to believe. The APA Handbook on Sexu-
ality and Psychology confirms “associative or potentially causal links” between childhood sex-
ual abuse and the possibility of having same-sex partners (Mustanski, Kuper, and Greene,
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2014, pp. 609-610).

Remarkably, a position has too often been presented that trauma and painful experiences
can affect most every aspect of human experience except sexual orientation. Astonishingly,
sexual orientation is uniquely and miraculously spared.

But the APA Handbook confirms

“One of the most methodologically rigorous studies in this area used a prospective, [30
year] longitudinal case-control design. It found that men with documented histories of
childhood sexual abuse had 6.75 times greater odds than controls of reporting ever hav-
ing same-sex sexual partners….The effect in women was smaller and a statistical trend
(p = .09).” (Wilson & Widom 201 reported in Mustanski, Kuper, and Greene, 2014, vol. 1,
pp. 609-610).

Many individuals have reported that they experienced sexual abuse and subsequently experi-
enced same-sex attraction and behavior that they felt did not represent their authentic self,
and through therapy that treated the trauma and their unwanted SSA, they experienced a sig-
nificant and meaningful shift in their SSA. Should such individuals be able to have the therapy
they desire? Yes, they should. To deny them would be harmful and ineffective.

SPLC building Alabama

But that denial of therapy is exactly what the SPLC is willing to perpetrate for political purpos-
es. What kind of an organization tries to deny therapy to victims of sexual abuse, some of
whom are suicidal?

The SPLC claims theories that relate psychodynamic theories or psychopathology to SSA for
some individuals have been debunked.

The APA Task Force Report (2009) listed about ten references it considered to support the
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idea that psychodynamic theories or psychopathology cannot be connected to SSA. About
three of those references were old and could not be found on EBSCO. One was a review of
the Hooker publications, and the remaining six were original research.

The Hooker publications (Schumm 2012; Cameron & Cameron 2012) and the other six
studies (Rosik 2012) all had the same flaws as the studies on SOCE that the Task Force had al-
ready so meticulously reviewed for flaws. In the case of the studies that were said to debunk
that psychodynamic theories or pathology apply to same-sex attraction, the task force accept-
ed the studies wholesale. Yet in the case of the studies supporting the safety and/or effective-
ness of sexual orientation change efforts, the Task Force concluded that no conclusions could
be made. The Task Force applied its standards inconsistently, and this is but one of the indica-
tions that the Task Force Report was biased. Whitehead and Whitehead found studies on psy-
chodynamic factors did show effects (2013, Chapter 11).

Some individuals would like to decide for themselves whether their sexual orientation or gen-
der identity (SOGI) represents an authentic or positive variation of sexuality for themselves.

No activist, professional organization, or legislature should decide that for others. All have a
right to know that non-heterosexual sexual orientation and transgender identity shift sponta-
neously in most cases. Also, all have a right to know that therapy that is open to a goal of
change is an option by which some, though not all, make a significant and meaningful shift in
their sexual orientation or gender identity.

2. THERE IS PLENTY OF EVIDENCE FOR SIGNIFICANT AND MEANINGFUL CHANGE IN SEXUAL
ATTRACTION/BEHAVIOR THROUGH THERAPY

In reality, there is a century of research and published reports
of successful sexual attraction/behavior change through thera-
py (Phelen 2014, Phelen, Whitehead, & Sutton 2009) that the
APA Task Force (2009) meticulously scrutinized for flaws. Al-
though we do not use some of the older methods today, the
studies do show that sexual attraction/behavior has changed
through active interventions, countering claims that that nev-
er happens.

Dr. Alfred Kinsey
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Dr. Alfred Kinsey himself, arguably the father of scientific study into homosexuality, helped
more than 80 homosexual men make a “satisfactory heterosexual adjustment which either
accompanied or largely replaced earlier homosexual experience,” and he specifically helped
“a boy” (Pomeroy 1972).

Dr. Nicholas Cummings

Former APA president Nicholas Cummings initiated the 1975 APA resolution that homosexuali-
ty is not a mental illness (2011a). He saw “hundreds” of homosexuals “change and live very
happy heterosexual lives” (2011b).

Dr. Robert Spitzer (2003), famous for his parallel resolution to remove homosexuality from
the list of mental disorders in the American Psychiatric Association, published research show-
ing almost 200 individuals made a substantial shift in their sexual attraction and did so safe-
ly.

Rebutting controversy such as claims of the SPLC, the editor of the prestigious journal that
published the study confirmed the research was sound (Dreger, April 11, 2012).

Individuals should have the right to know that many, though not all, make a significant and
meaningful shift in their SSA or TGNC, some of them assisted by therapy that is open to their
goal of change. For those who do not change in therapy, not all regret that they tried; thera-
py has many benefits.

3. No harm has been found

The APA task force did not find that research substantiated that therapy that is open to SOGI
change is harmful, contrary to the confab produced by radical gay-lib and the Democratic
Party.

The APA Task Force Report (2009) indicated there is no research on sexual-orientation
change efforts for minors, so no research demonstrates harm. Therefore all legislation efforts
aimed at ‘protecting’ minors from therapists, are not founded on any verifiable research. Ther-
apists who are accused of all sorts of things, cannot defend themselves because there are no
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peer-reviewed documents to go on. There is just political spin, which gets exaggerated by ev-
ery new speaker on the subject, using his or her imagination under great applause in front of
an activist audience. NCLR activist Samantha Ames states on her website as she gloats about
her Bornperfect campaign:

Political activist Samantha Ames, NCLR

“Since then, our #BornPerfect campaign has helped protect thousands of kids across the
country from practices linked to severe depression, substance abuse, and even suicide.”

These conclusions cannot be backed up by any research. The extremists (NCLR) even ap-
proached the UN in 2014 for the cause of ‘torture‘, spreading alarmist tales and prejudices,
where no scientific evidence can back this up.

The Americans were given the benefit of the doubt by the UN, purely on the testimonies un-
folded by the NCLR  gay activists who flew to Geneva for their cause. The other side was of
course not invited. We only heard about it after the UN had already made up its mind and
merely a day later added licensed therapy to the Geneva Convention without further ado:

“This historic development comes a day after leaders from the National Center for Les-
bian Rights’ (NCLR) #BornPerfect campaign, Samantha Ames and Samuel Brinton,
testified before the Committee.”

4. Suicide not related to orientation therapy

Research about suicide among same-sex attracted adolescents is unrelated to therapy that is
open to SOGI change (Ryan 2009). Therapy that is open to change seeks to help parents love
their same-sex attracted (SSA) or transgendered or gender non-conforming (TGNC) minor
and respect their child’s wish to have or not have therapy that is open to change.

5. All psychotherapy has an average rate of side-effects

Psychotherapy in general results in harm for 5-10% of adults and 15-24% of minors (Lambert,
2013; Lambert & Ogles, 2004). For anti-change therapy activists to justify their claims, they
would need research that meets scientific standards and demonstrates that harm from thera-
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py that is open to change significantly exceeds the general rate of harm and is prevalent. No
such data exists.

The American Psychological Association Task Force Report (2009) found research for the safe-
ty and effectiveness of both gay-affirmative therapy (p. 91) and therapy that is open to
change (pp. 3, 42, 83) to be inconclusive. Therefore, gay-lib is not at liberty to present it as a
truth.

6. How harmful is Gay Affirmative Therapy?

The Task Force reported that no data for the safety of gay-
affirmative therapy existed. Wild anecdotes claiming harm
from therapy that is open to change that some opponents re-
peat should be carefully checked for validity.

The American Psychiatric Association (2009) could not conclude whether various therapeutic
approaches for children—to change gender dysphoria, to affirm TGNC identity, or to “wait
and see”—affected whether gender dysphoria persisted or changed, because no systematic
longitudinal studies of gender dysphoric children exist (DSM-5, p. 455), nor can conclusions
be made on the safety or harm of any of these psychotherapeutic approaches.

We do know the protocols for chemical transitioning of transgender adolescents and adults
are based on research that is rated to be of poor and very poor quality. It is also known that
puberty blocking hormones and cross-sex hormones (testosterone and estrogen) are associat-
ed with dangerous health risks (Olson-Kennedy & Forcier 2015, Hembree 2009, Moore, Wis-
niewski & Dobs 2003, FDA, WHO).

7. Equal ban on Gay Affirmative Therapy?

If lack of conclusive research evidence is grounds for labeling a goal of therapy like orienta-
tion therapy “harmful, quackery, snake oil, bogus, consumer fraud” and something that
“should be banned,” then gay-affirmative therapy, transgender-affirmative therapy, “wait-
-and-see” therapy, and many other approaches to therapy should be given those same labels
and be “banned.”

(to be continued)
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In Part 10 of our series on the trial by the Southern Poverty
Law Center against JONAH, psychologist Laura Haynes, PhD,
explains how bans on therapy for unwanted same-sex attrac-
tions or gender dysphoria have resulted in harmful unintend-
ed consequences.

—————-

California is one of a minority of states that have banned therapy that is open to SOGI
change. Many other states have with the use of good arguments refused to pass such legisla-
tion.

Short-sightedness of lawmakers

Lawmakers in those minority states failed to foresee that individuals who are distressed by
their unwanted same-sex attraction or unwanted gender identity are not going to go to a
Gay- or Transgender-affirmative therapist. They will not see a therapist who is not open to
their goal of therapy, and whom they will not trust.

They are now being sent to unlicensed counselors or getting no help at all. These minors are
not being served.

Some have been victims of sexual abuse and are suicidal. Some aspire to live according to
their chromosomal gender or to be faithful in a heterosexual relationship with family one day,
as do most individuals.

Therapists should not have to abandon such individuals under threat of being thrown out of
their professional organizations, losing their licenses, or being bankrupted.

PART 10, SPLC AGAINST JONAH: HARMFUL
EFFECTS OF A BAN
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Ban is harmful

Banning sexual orientation or gender identity change efforts for individuals who desire it, has
been harmful and ineffective. In no way are they now announcing ‘glad to be gay‘, as the law-
makers had automatically assumed.

It should not be missed that laws banning openness to change place all therapists in a danger-
ous trap—regardless of their view on sexual orientation, gender identity, or therapy that is
open to change.

If a client desires openness to change, it is unethical for any therapist to provide Gay- or
Transgender-affirmative therapy, because the client does not want it. And coercing any goal
of therapy on a client is unethical, because it violates the client’s right to self-determine the
goal of therapy. Coercing a gay or transgender outcome on the client risks being ineffective
and harmful.

At the same time, the therapist cannot provide or refer the client for therapy that is open to
change, because doing so is against the law. Ethically, the therapist cannot abandon the
client.

If the therapist agrees to treat the client for other concerns though not for the goal of chang-
ing sexual attraction or gender identity, there is the real possibility that fluidity, fluctuation,
or change in the client’s sexual orientation or gender identity will occur, and then it is an
open question as to whether the therapist may be in violation of the law. At least, the thera-
pist is opened up to liability.

Some therapists are afraid of treating adolescents who want therapy that is open to sexual
orientation or gender identity change. At the same time, they are afraid of discriminating by
not taking some adolescents as clients when they have unwanted sexual orientation, unwant-
ed gender identity, or a goal of SOGI change in therapy.

Clients are being sent away

An unintended consequence of the law has been that some therapists are discerning that
their only protection is to stop treating all adolescents with same-sex attractions and gender
issues, especially if they want therapy that is open to SOGI change.

Some minors with same-sex attractions and gender issues are already being turned away
from professional mental health services. The California Board of Behavioral Science (BBS)
has been asked more than once to clarify the law on this very liability question and has dec-
lined.



All banned providers and their minor clients with same-sex attractions and gender issues are
endangered. Bans on sexual orientation or gender identity change efforts are not safe or
effective.

Laura A. Haynes, Ph.D.,

California Licensed Psychologist

——————
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Radical gay-lib plays the victim card and uses one-sided unsubs-
tantiated accounts to spread alarmist signals to the general popu-
lation about people who want to look further into their sexual possi-
bilities rather than just the possibility of a full-blown ‘gay’ label.
One of them, the Southern Poverty Law Center, spreads disinfor-
mation. In doing so, dissidents are deliberately framed.

–––––––––

1. The victory of the SPLC

The SPLC makes much of its victory over JONAH (see part 1). JONAH was a two vol-
unteer non profit organization. It was dependent on pro bono services from a small
law firm going up against the SPLC with its multitude of attorneys and one-third of a
billion dollar resources. As a non-profit group, JONAH simply engaged in no commer-
cial activity, a requirement to be covered by the Consumer Fraud Act.

2. Fraud

JONAH was accused of fraudulent commercial activities. The real fraud was that the
Court allowed the New Jersey Consumer Fraud Act (CFA) to be applied to a religious
organization and a non-profit organization for the first time ever, and allowed recov-
ery for non-economic damages, even though the New Jersey CFA specifically disal-
lows such recovery. In retrospect, this was the first sign that the lawsuit had a pre-
determined outcome.

3. Combating our assumptions
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The Court conducted the trial on the assumption that same-sex attractions, unlike
seemingly every other aspect of human experience, are miraculously never affected
by trauma or psychological influences. The assumption is that same-sex attractions
just pop out of nowhere, perhaps affected mainly by genes, but it would have noth-
ing to do with personal experiences. This ideology is becoming mainstream, and
any opposition is labeled bigotry. But this view on same-sex attractions is not as set-
tled an idea as some think.

Bringing scientific facts to the foreground as we have done in part 8 and part 9 does
not mean you are anti-LGBT and would be pushing a homophobic agenda. Neverthe-
less, you are immediately discredited and publicly defamed for expressing opposing
views, no matter how scientifically substantiated they are. More often than not, ex-
tremists dig into your past or your family life to search for mud to throw. The SPLC
has made abundant use of this practice in their report when targeting JONAH.

4. One-sided testimonies

The report argues one-sidedly from testimonies of people who did not change, to
generalize its conclusions about all change efforts. The SPLC report does not contain
anything brought forward by the defendants on the issue. The general impression
that the report creates is:

“If I didn’t change, then no-one else has done so, nor will they do so in the fu-
ture. For my personal experience is the golden standard”.

All of this is published in spite of the contrary that was demonstrated. This would be
analogous to taking testimonies from people who had marriage counselling and sub-
sequently divorced to conclude whether marriage counselling is effective. The SPLC
report relies heavily on one-sided, extreme, and outlying testimonies.

The SPLC is careful not to put the assertion into its own mouth that sexual orienta-
tion never changes. Instead, it always put this assertion into the mouths of others.
There is a very good reason it is so careful. Research has established that the asser-
tion is wrong.

5. 99% results equal no results

The SPLC further implies that, if someone says they experienced change toward op-
posite-sex attraction, but they still experience some same-sex attraction, they have
not changed. Thus, they appear to define change as complete 100% change with ze-
ro recidivism, or it is not change at all and the whole effort is debunked, a standard
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that is never applied to any other change efforts, for example marital therapy or
treatment of depression.

It is true that doctors apply these standards when treating a bacterial infection, but
psychotherapy is not a medical activity in that sense of the word, and the standards
of somatic (physical) medicine are not valid in the realm of psychotherapy. We are
not treating a disease, and same-sex attractions are not a genetic, and therefore a 
physical and hard-wired condition, whose treatment standards can or must be com-
pared to eradicating bacteria.

Helping people achieve insights into their same-sex attractions has to be compared
to the way we deal with other problems in psychotherapy, where a success rate of
60% to 70% is considered quite good, where the re-appearances of symptoms is not
uncommon and where side-effects (“harm”) always range between 10% to 15% for
adults and up to 20% for minors for any psychotherapy form for any psychological
condition. The risk of deterioration of symptoms is always present in all psychothera-
peutic settings for any condition, and monitoring progress or fall-back is standard
procedure.

6. Gay-lib wants to be treated differently

Gay-lib appears to have the impression that one should be shocked when there are
side-effects from psychotherapy. One should be shocked to hear that there is a risk
of not fully reaching the expected goal, shocked when things take a lot longer than
an antibiotic treatment, and shocked when a client perhaps feels worse afterwards
then before entering therapy.

But in psychotherapy, that is all part of the game for any condition and for any treat-
ment; learning to deal with this in a healthy way is part of your professional train-
ing. But for gay-lib it is reason to sound the alarm-bell. The occurrence for example
of a single isolated suicide is reason to believe that a major failure of therapy has
taken place and that the law has to step in. Anyone associated with this, is sued and
put out of business.

What does research say? German researchers of the University of Berlin (Michael Linden and
Marie-Luise Schermuly) write:

“In summary, there is an emerging consensus that unwanted events in psychotherapy
should be expected in about 5 to 20% of all psychotherapy patients. They include treat-
ment failure and deterioration of symptoms, emergence of new symptoms, suicidality, oc-
cupational problems or stigmatization, changes in the social network or strains in relation-
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ships, therapy dependence, or undermining of self-efficacy. Rates may vary depending
on patient characteristics (suggestible persons), diagnosis (personality disorders), patient
expectations (social benefits), severity of illness (severe depression).”

Research clearly shows that side-effects are quite normal for psychotherapy, no matter what
the issue.

In this sense, we can safely say that JONAH is the victim of a hostile, aggressive and scientifi-
cally unsubstantiated ‘anti-discrimination’ campaign, although JONAH did not discriminate
against anybody. How does gay-lib manage to do that? Let us look at the biggest deception
by these same activists in recent political history: the notorious Leelah’s Law.

7. The Leelah Alcorn case

The suicide of one Leelah Alcorn has given birth to Leelah’s law. This is meant to
end, nationwide, the use of those therapeutic approaches to same-sex attractions
and gender dysphoria, which differ from the radical gay-lib world-view. The case is
about a young man, Joshua, aged 17 years old, who wished to be considered a wom-
an, Leelah. He had suffered from gender dysphoria for a number of years.

In Wikipedia we read:

“Assigned male at birth and given the name Joshua Ryan
Alcorn, she was raised in a conservative Christian house-
hold in Ohio. At age 14, she came out as transgender to
her parents, Carla and Doug Alcorn, who refused to ac-
cept her female gender identity. When she was 16, they
denied her request to undergo transition treatment, in-
stead sending her to Christian-based conversion therapy
with the intention of convincing her to reject her new
“gender identity” and accept her gender as assigned at birth. In her suicide note, Alcorn
cited loneliness and alienation as key reasons for her decision to end her life and blamed
her parents for causing these feelings. She committed suicide by walking out in front of
oncoming traffic on the Interstate 71 highway.”

More than 90% of all children and youths overcome this condition before reaching
adulthood. Leelah had apparently seen some religious person on the issue, but nev-
er a licensed orientation therapist. A suicide note was posted on her Tumblr ac-
count. The note made reference to her parents, but did not make any reference to
the religious person that she had seen and certainly not to licensed therapists, peo-
ple that she had not seen. She wrote:

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Sex_assignment
http://www.refinery29.com/2015/04/80149/leelah-alcorn-trans-teenager-suicide-letter


“When I was 14, I learned what transgender meant and cried out of happiness,”
the note reads. “After 10 years of confusion I finally understood who I was. I im-
mediately told my mom, and she reacted extremely negatively, telling me that
it was a phase, that I would never truly be a girl, that God doesn’t make mis-
takes, that I am wrong. If you are reading this, parents, please don’t tell this to
your kids…I’m never going to be happy… There’s no winning. There’s no way
out.”

The case was seized by radical gay-lib to be used in
their paranoid battle against licensed therapists, al-
though Leelah had not seen one, nor had she referred to
the subject in her note.

We also note that the religious person who Leelah had seen, has never been inter-
viewed. We therefore do not hear the case from the youth in question, nor from the
religious “therapist” (the only two who knew what actually went on) but solely from
the parents and from the accusing activists.

This campaign was already well organized and heavily funded before the event ever
took place. All they needed was a poster boy with an emotional appeal, and they
stumbled upon a suicide note which had gone viral in the social media. In the note
the youth did not mention therapists but complained of not feeling understood by
his parents.

The parents were bullied by gay-lib on tele-
vision and in social media. Leelah’s father
pleaded on television to be left alone to
grieve, but to no avail. Gay-lib relentlessly
attacked and shamed these parents.

8. Leelah case exploited

Gay-lib went on to use, if not to say exploit, this case for their long-standing call for
a nationwide ban on all efforts to look into the subjects of homosexual and gender
dysphoria feelings. The ban would be applied to lay and professional workers,
counsellors, nurses, mediators, support groups, hiking weekends, anything and any-
one who does not blindly accept gender dysphoria and who does not blindly and im-
mediately assign the gay label to any doubting youngster.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F2Q1-d-_wD8
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With a proposed ban, all these therapists and counsellors are to be put out of busi-
ness with no further questions asked if the slightest bit of non-conformity to the cur-
rent ideology can be demonstrated.

By means of an online petition in social media directed at the White House in 2015,
the Leelah case was made to look like a horrific event perpetrated by licensed thera-
pists. NCLR activist Samantha Ames even informed the gay readers of the L.A. Pride
that “these therapists have blood on their hands”.

The rest was history, and Obama finally agreed to call for a nationwide ban on any
kind of therapy for transgenders and even for homosexuals, naming it Leelah’s Law,
although homosexuality was not an issue with Leelah Alcorn. Senators are lobbying
to pass the law proposal into law.

It is orientation therapy that must pay the price. People must be led to blindly ac-
cept a radical intrusion into the licensed therapy room, to see psychotherapy as a
political issue based on emotions and to end professional autonomy.

And to that end, the trial of the SPLC against JONAH is also an important media
event in the gay-lib campaign, a show trial to settle an imaginary score “for once
and for all”. The American Psychological Association admitted in 2009 that no harm
has ever been scientifically substantiated, but that does not prevent the SPLC from
charging ahead and to give it a try anyway.

The overwhelming majority of youths with gender dysphoria get over it before reach-
ing adulthood. 40% of the cases who remain hostile to their body and gender be-
come hostile even to their own life and attempt to commit suicide; it is part of the
psychiatric condition itself. The same applies to Anorexia Nervosa, patients who are
extremely hostile to their own body and do not accept it the way it is because they
fear they are too fat. They attempt to starve themselves to the desired and correct
body image, in the same way as individuals have their genitals and bodies ‘correct-
ed’. They have an alarmingly high death rate, mostly due to starvation but also
from suicide. In the Journal of American Psychiatry we read:

“Twelve studies described deaths from suicide in patients with Anorexia Nervosa, and
analysis showed that the weighted annual mortality due to suicide in Anorexia Nervosa
was 1.39, which means that 1 in 5 individuals who died had committed suicide.”

The deaths of people with gender dysphoria are solely caused by the psychiatric condition it-
self; the chronic and deep mood disorder stems from within, not from without, however con-
venient and relieving it may be to blame an outside world. Talking with the neighbors has nev-
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er prevented a person with gender dysphoria from committing suicide. Were that the case,
then the treatment of the mood disorder would be a cinch. The doctor holds one lecture at
the local community hall and all psychiatric symptoms vanish before your eyes. I wish it were
that simple.

9. Nancy Pelosi, the modern Don Quixote against “child abuse”

The Democratic Party minority leader Nancy Pelosi has
put her full weight behind Leelah’s Law. In her online
statement she writes:

“Ending conversion therapy is a vital step to ensuring that all families have the
safety and security needed to keep improving and strengthening our country”.

I have no idea what strengthening a country has to do with psychiatry. No Dutch
medical association talks about strengthening the country. These words are hollow
phrases, hinting at feel-good heroism.

With this strange phrase, Pelosi insinuates that parents and their children are molested by
psychotherapists, or the likes of JONAH for that matter — evil people! But the parents of
Joshua Alcorn were not molested by psychotherapists. It is the other way around: the parents
were molested by gay-lib and the likes of Mrs. Pelosi.

With a proposed ban, parents no longer have the freedom to run their family the
way they choose. Lesbians at the NCLR will now run your family the way those les-
bians choose. No “safety”, no “security” in that, but rather to the contrary.

You are being disowned of your very own children. They are to be protected from
YOU. If you have a 7 year old boy who declares he would rather be a girl, then if
Pelosi has her way, he is from that moment on protected by Leelah’s Law. Neither
parents, church ministers, pastors, general practitioners nor surgeons are allowed
to say to him:

“Why don’t you wait until your next birthday and see what the tooth fairy has to
say?”

http://www.democraticleader.gov/newsroom/pelosi-statement-on-new-legislation-to-ban-so-called-conversion-therapy/
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No, any resistance to help him maintain his gender is labelled by Pelosi as “child
abuse”. The penis must be removed, and any opposition constitutes a criminal
offence. Any surgeon or paediatrician who does not approve of the chop will lose
his/her license. Never again is the kid allowed to be told the magical words every
boy needs to hear: “you are a boy, and a magnificent boy at that”. Nope, that is
child abuse. Don’t even think of it.

And Pelosi is very proud. Please remember that Leelah’s Law has no age limit. On
the contrary, Pelosi maintains that, what she labels, “LGBT-children’s sexual rights”
need to be protected. Thereby full-blown sexuality, self-determination and sexual
rights are assigned to children, even before sexual hormones kick in during puberty:
a paedophile’s dream come true. He always knew that kids deeply wanted his sexu-
al presence. He understands them in a way that their ‘abusive’ parents never will.

Under Leelah’s Law, 7 year old kids are the ones who decide. Not their ‘abusive’ fa-
thers and mothers. The lesbians at the National Center for Lesbian Rights and the
homosexuals at the Human Rights Campaign are all too willing to support the 7
year old kid in his freedom struggle and to report the abusive heterosexuals to the
authorities so that they can be dealt with in a way that fits the crime.

Conclusion:

The comments made by the parents toward their son (“it is a phase”), are consid-
ered quite appropriate from a psychiatric stance. There is plenty of scientific litera-
ture on the subject to back this up, and in our next installment we shall look at the
research on sexual fluidity, proving that sexual orientation and gender dysphoria
are not as fixed as radical gay-lib is trying to convince everyone that they are.

We will demonstrate that JONAH was framed. As members of an organization, they
were emasculated, so to speak. But if gay-lib has its way, history will prove that the
emasculation of boys struggling with identification issues from an early age, will
henceforth be considered the right way to “protect” and “strengthen” the USA un-
der Leelah’s Law. The JONAH trial was only the overture.

Job Berendsen, MD
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In the last part of this series on the trial by the Southern
Poverty Law Center against JONAH, we look into the scientific
research which backs up the position, upheld by JONAH, that
sexuality is fluid.  Sexual feelings emerge and change all the
time in adolescence. The biggest shift is towards heterosexual-
ity. The gay-lib and mainstream belief, that sexual feelings
are fixed from birth onward, is debunked by sound research
carried out in the USA, UK, Australia and New Zealand. Let’s have a look.

1. Are children ‘gay’ from early childhood or adolescence on?

Ritch Savin-Williams, Cornell University

Savin-Williams and Ream (2007) found in a study of 13,000 adolescents that a high propor-
tion of those participants with same-sex attractions (ssa’s) at age 16 had changed and had
exclusive opposite-sex attractions (osa’s) at age 24. In other words, they found that sexuality
is fluid, and not fixed from birth or from the teenage years.

Therefore, most minors who report experiencing ssa’s will see their sexual feelings changing

PART 12, SPLC AGAINST JONAH: SCIENTIFIC
FACTS ON SEXUAL FLUIDITY
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to osa’s. This process happens automatically. It is the healthy way that the average human
body deals with ssa’s in the teenage years. Therefore labeling someone as ‘gay’ at age 16,
just because he or she reports experiencing ssa’s, is always premature. Savin-Williams also
found that only 1% of the boys who acted upon their ssa’s by actually indulging in exclusive
same-sex sexual behavior at age 16 still did so exclusively at age 24. The rest had changed
their behavior.

In light of this study, it is unsubstantiated to assume that the homosexual behavior of minors
is fixed, and that it therefore has to be protected by law from any therapeutic endeavour to
explore sexual fluidity. It can be argued that it is unfair to affirm exclusively the ‘gay’ feelings
or behavior of minors. This ‘need’ for legislation is clearly based on gay activists’ personal
generalizations. The members of this politically ever more influential pressure group consti-
tute only a minute fraction of all men who felt ssa’s at age 16, but those members dare ex-
pand their personal predicament to all questioning minors in society. According to this study,
99% of those minors will not indulge in ‘gay’ sex in adulthood.

Savin-Williams warns against the generalization called ‘sexual orientation’:

“Migration over time among sexual orientation components was in both directions, from oppo-
site-sex attraction and behavior to same-sex attraction and behavior and vice versa. To as-
sess sexual orientation, investigators should abandon the general notion of ‘sexual orienta-
tion’ all together and measure only those components relevant for the research question,
such as behavior, feelings or identity.”
This in accordance with our stance on the “false notion of sexual orientation“, which we pub-
lished elsewhere on this website.
 

Other studies have confirmed the findings on sexual fluidity.

J. Richard Udry, University N. Carolina

Richard Udry and Kim Chantala reported a group study in 2005, consisting of 69 boys who, at
age 16, reported feeling exclusively ssa’s. But a year later at age 17, only 11% of these boys
said the same thing.

http://exgaycalling.com/2016/05/26/the-false-notion-of-sexual-orientation/
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48% of them reported having changed to exclusively osa’s and that their ssa’s had disap-
peared. 6% reported that they had osa’s together with their ssa’s, and 35% said that they did
not have any attractions to either sex at that time.

In this study we see again that it usually is wrong to label 16 year-olds as ‘gay’, or to encour-
age them to take on the ‘gay’ label and lifestyle as Gay Affirmative Therapists always encour-
age. These research figures are always swept under the carpet by the gay-lib activists.

2. Gay identity in youth often changes to heterosexual identity in adulthood
Savin-Williams and colleagues (Savin-Williams, Joyner, and Rieger, 2012) continued this longi-
tudinal study. They followed the sexual identity of young adult participants from ages 18 to
24 years of age to ages 24 to 34 years of age, about 6 years later. Next to “heterosexual”,
the largest identity group was “mostly heterosexual” for each sex and across both age
groups, and that group was larger than all the other “nonheterosexual” identities combined.
The “bisexual” category was the most unstable, with three quarters changing that status.

Bisexual men who changed their identity distributed themselves among all other categories;
among bisexual women, the most common shift was toward “mostly heterosexual”. More indi-
viduals of both sexes who identified as “bisexual” and “mostly heterosexual” shifted toward
heterosexuality than toward homosexuality.

Therefore we see that changing the identity to “heterosexual” is what happens most when
one has experienced ssa’s in the teen years.

3. How “gay” are bisexuals?

Men
In various countries research has been carried out. In Australia we see the Australian Twin
Registry, carried out in 1992 on 3782 persons, in New Zealand the NZ Birth Cohort, carried
out between the year 2000 and 2010 on 800 persons, and in the USA The National Survey of
Family Growth, carried out in 2002 on 13,000 persons. These projects focusing on the general
population have shown that there are usually 1.3 % to 2.4% of men identifying as exclusively
homosexual, and 6% to 8% of men identifying as bisexual.

Women:
These same studies have demonstrated that there are usually 0.3 % to 1.0% of women identi-
fying as exclusively homosexual, and 11% to 18% of women identifying as bisexual.

The bisexual men and women are not equally heterosexual and homosexual; most are quite



near the heterosexual end of the spectrum (therefore usually identifying themselves as
straight towards the outside world).

4. British research

In August 2015 the UK government conducted a study of 1632
members of the country’s general population.

Asked to plot themselves on a ‘sexuality scale’, 23% of the British people surveyed chose
something other than 100% heterosexual –and the figure rises to 49% among 18-24 year
olds.

Taken as a whole, 72% of the sur-

veyed British public place themselves at the completely heterosexual end of the scale, while
4% put themselves at the completely homosexual end and 19% say they are somewhere in
between. Of the people that do place themselves in this 1-5 area, the majority incline away
from homosexuality – 15% are closer to the heterosexual end, 2% directly in the middle and
2% are closer to the homosexual end.

https://yougov.co.uk/news/2015/08/16/half-young-not-heterosexual/


With each generation, people see their sexuality as less fixed in stone. The results for 18-24
year-olds are particularly striking, as 43% place themselves in the bisexual range  and 52%
place themselves at one extreme end or the other. Of these, only 46% say they are complete-
ly heterosexual and 6% as completely homosexual.

People of all generations now accept the idea that sexual orientation exists along a continu-
um rather than that it exists exclusively out of two extremes. Overall 60% of heterosexuals
support this idea, and 73% of homosexuals.

In contrast, 28% of heterosexuals and 27% of homosexuals believe that ‘there is no middle
ground – you are either heterosexual or you are not’. But they have become a minority.

We see an increasingly open minded approach to sexuality. In a further set of questions ask-
ing if respondents could conceivably be attracted to, have sex with, or have a relationship
with someone of the same sex (if the right person came along at the right time), many peo-
ple reported that this could be a possibility.

This British study shows that according to the general population, sexuality is not all that
fixed, but seen or actually experienced as fluid. This is not explainable by genetics, only by
psychological and social influences, years after birth.

5. Cornell University lecture 2013

Lisa Diamond, Ph D, Cornell University

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=m2rTHDOuUBw


In a youtube video in 2013 on ‘Sexual Fluidity of Men and Women’, Lisa Diamond (gay-lib ac-
tivist) who is a professor of psychology and gender studies at the Cornell University of Utah,
concludes that sexuality (identity, attraction, and behavior) is fluid in both genders. She says
the “born that way and can’t change” claim that has been the fundamental argument for gay
rights is not true. Gays will need to argue for gay rights in other ways.

6. Consequences for the value of psychotherapy

Most teenagers who report experiencing exclusively ssa’s end up experiencing exclusively os-
a’s. Even if they label themselves “bisexual” by the time they reached age 24, then research
shows that their sexuality is still predominantly directed towards the opposite sex, and not
equally directed over both sexes.

In other words, the gay-lib ideology and the current rhetoric upheld by the Democratic Party
that gay children can be identified at an early age, that they will all inevitably identify as gay
in adulthood, and that all therapy must be directed at encouraging this process, lacks current
scientific grounding. They usually end up straight, and if they end up bisexual, then the
heterosexual feelings are still the most dominant feelings.

Marketing of Gay Affirmative Therapy

Gay Affirmative Therapy, which is now marketed as the only way to go, encourages a ‘gay’ la-
bel and seeks to strengthen heterophobic feelings. In doing so, it is potentially harmful to al-
most 99% of all youngsters who are wrestling with ssa’s or with identity issues. In Wikipedia
we read that GAT does not accept or tolerate a diminishing of ssa’s. A monopoly of GAT for
minors must by all reasonable standards be considered inappropriate. And a ban on all forms
of orientation or fluidity affirmative therapy for consenting adults, as some radical Democrat-
ic Party senators insist, is paternalistic and based on lies.

7. Rallying politicians to the cause

https://www.youtube.com/watch?feature=player_embedded&v=m2rTHDOuUBw
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Congressman Ted Lieu

Congressman Lieu of California for example in his attempt to serve his constituency and to
call in new so-called consumer protection, writes:

“…a high-priced, high-risk, ineffective cure. Conversion therapy sessions and materials are in-
credibly expensive, costing families thousands of dollars and offering no results.”

No-one is using the word “cure” except gay-lib; the word is put in your mouth. The activists
are actually discrediting and opposing sexual fluidity. “Results” have been substantiated over
and over again; most change happens spontaneously as even gay-lib psychologists have de-
monstrated above. The overwhelming majority of people experiencing ssa’s shifts towards
heterosexuality, as we have demonstrated. Sessions are no more “expensive” than any other
licensed psychotherapy sessions, including GAT, so what are we talking about? What is all
this? And what “materials” do psychotherapists use, other than offering a glass of water or an
occasional Kleenex tissue? Their arguments are unsubstantiated and constitute scaremonger-
ing. We witness emotional manipulation of people who are not aware of the facts on the mat-
ter, and radical gay-lib will not bring these facts to the foreground either.

One can argue that it is heterophobic (see our article) to want to impose a ban on another
person’s psychotherapy. What we see is a deep resistance or repulsion to someone else’s in-
dulging in, or fantasying about, the opposite sex.

Clients have an unalienable right to go with the natural flow of their own sexual fluidity; it is
up to them to explore it. There is no justification for intrusion by politicized pressure groups in
this way into the private lives of clients. The so-called “harm” issue has not been substanti-
ated.

Valerie Jannet, senior advisor Obama

It is not backed up by “overwhelming science” as Obama’s advisor Valerie Jannet would have
everyone believe by means of her statements and campaign in 2014; such science is
nowhere to be found. She is selling snake oil.
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8. The deceit by gay researchers

In his article above, Savin-Williams, who is a gay-libber, demonstrates to what extent ssa’s di-
minish over time. But surprisingly when you look into the “Introduction” to the same article,
you find him repeating old gay-lib phrases:

“Assumed to be present from birth, either because of genetics or prenatal hormones (El-
lis, 1996; Mustanski, Chivers, & Bailey, 2002), sexual orientation is discernible … etc.”
(page 385).

So he writes that he assumes homosexuality to be “present from birth”, you were ‘born that
way’. If this is the case, then sexual feelings and behavior must be fixed and not changing.
Genes don’t change. But in his data, he demonstrates that ssa’s diminish over time. How can
that be consistent with the assumption that ssa’s are the result of genes and prenatal hor-
mones? No genetic theory can explain such an amount of change in individual persons that
he himself has found. It does not fit the laws of genetics in any way.

Theo Sandfoort, Ph D.

In another instance in the same article, he cites Dutch researcher Theo Sandfoort who wrote
in 1997:

“Among the 14% of Dutch adult males who reported ever having physical attraction to
other males, about half noted that these feelings disappeared later in life.” (page 386).

But in spite of this, on the same page Savin-Williams repeats the gay-lib dogma that sexuality
is fixed:

“In adolescent and young adult populations, the data are consistent with studies of older
adults, showing the same numbers of homosexuals.”

How can they be consistent, when Theo Sandfoort (who is a renowned Dutch gay activist)
shows that half of the subjects do not experience ssa’s anymore at a later age?

https://www.researchgate.net/profile/Geoffrey_Ream/publication/6605886_Prevalence_and_Stability_of_Sexual_Orientation_Components_During_Adolescence_and_Young_Adulthood/links/552532070cf22e181e73eee1.pdf


And that is how researchers who are member of radical gay-lib in the USA do it: in the face of
obvious facts to the contrary, they nevertheless keep beating on the drum to the old tune of
“born that way”, ruling out the possibility of sexual fluidity. And if you beat hard and long
enough, people, especially Democratic Party politicians, will believe you (because of the so--
called civil rights issues that they see behind each and every scary curtain). They will help
you persecute civilians like JONAH and therapists like NARTH alike, who acknowledge sexual
fluidity and who dare to explore it, scary as those bogeymen behind the curtains are.

9. Are children transgender from early childhood on?

According to the American Psychiatric Association’s Diagnostic and Statistical Manual, Fifth
Edition (DSM-5), as many as 70 to 98% of gender-dysphoric (“transgender”) boys and as
many as 50 to 88% of gender-dysphoric girls eventually accept their chromosomal sex (calcu-
lated from DSM-5, p. 455). The authors of the  APA Handbook acknowledge this more or less
when they write (Bockting 2014, v. 1, p. 744):

“75% or more of gender dysphoric boys and girls accept their chromosomal sex by ado-
lescence or adulthood.”

10. Most adolescents are in a process of change

As may be the case for adults, an adolescent freely initiating therapy that is open to sexual
orientation or gender identity change, may be an indicator that the adolescent is already be-
ginning to change and needs some therapeutic assistance. Change therapy is congruent with
the sexual fluidity and gender fluctuation of many adolescents.

Conclusion

In this series of twelve articles we have shown:

 1. Science indicates that homosexuality is not a genetically induced phenomenon. We have
demonstrated that all relevant research so far
proves sexuality to be fluid. Naturally occurring change in sexual preference is the norm, and
all people who look into this phenomenon and  question their feelings and behaviour, are do-
ing a justifiable thing from a scientific point of view.

2. Radical gay-lib sees ssa’s as an end in themselves, and it wishes same-sex attractions to
be protected by law. It is seeking to criminalize any form of diminishing of these feelings at
whatever age. But for most people sexuality is fluid and changing; it diminishes for most peo-
ple anyhow, therapist or no therapist. Forcing people now to seek exclusively a Gay Affirma-
tive Therapist, when ssa’s and related issues are at hand, is not justified and constitutes an in-



fringement of the basic human right for self-determination. It is called homosexism.

And most importantly, these questioning people are not going to seek a gay therapist, law or
no law, to initiate them into the darkroom or into a gay lifestyle or to cheer them on into say-
ing goodbye to the other sex for ever. It does not work that way. Activists with a narrow one--
track mind who yearn to lock other people up or to tell them what sex they should or should
not indulge in, are not aware of the fact that the opposite sex is not harmful, it is extremely
exciting.

Job Berendsen, MD.

http://exgaycalling.com/
https://exgaycalling.com/category/splc-attack-on-jonah/
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